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'Always a Laker' Pyle retiring from CCHS post

DAVID DOWDY/Calloway Schools
Calloway County High School principal Yvette Pyle will be leaving a place she's known as a
second home for more than 36 years.

By GREG TRAVIS
Staff Writer
Yvette Pyle, principal at
Calloway County High School,
has announced her retirement
effective Aug. I.
In her letter to Calloway
County School Superintendent
Steve Hoskins and the Calloway
County Board of Education, she
wrote, —To every thing there is
a season and a time to every purpose under Heaven...' and the
time has come for me to make a
hitter-sweet decision. Having
served as a teacher, assistant
principal and principal at
Calloway County High School
for over 32 years, I am submitting this letter as a request to
retire from full-time employment..."
"In my tenure at Calloway,
Yvette has been a good principal
at CCHS. Not only has she
excelled at everyday building
management, but also as a
leader in curriculum develop-

ment. She is a true Laker, and I
wish that I could convince her to
stay on," Hoskins commented.
Pyle said she could not begin
to thank all of the people who
have helped her throughout the
years.
"I have been truly blessed in
my career to serve daily with my
fellow administrators, teachers,
staff members, school board
members, parents, community
members and especially the students," she said.
She said she would never be
far away, and would remain
Calloway schools' "number one
advocate, ambassador and
cheerleader."
"Once a Laker.., always a
Laker." she added.
Pyle was a student at
Calloway County High School
from 1964-68. After four years
at Murray State University and
four years of following her husband to different U.S. Air Force
bases, she returned to CCHS in

March 1976 as a chemistry
teacher for more than 23 years
until the fall semester of 1999.
At that time she became the
assistant principal.
In July 2001, she became the
sixth principal at CCHS.
"During my four years as a
student and my 32-plus years as
a teacher and administrator in
these hallowed halls, 1 have
been truly blessed," she said.
"Looking back on those years
for words of wisdom to share
with our current students, one
word stands alone — commitment. Always be committed.., to
your faith.., to your family... to
your friends.., to your education.., to your career.., to your
health."
Pyle said commitment was
the one thing that everyone
needs because it carries through
to so many different aspects of
one's life.

•See Page 2A

State parks
losing millions
says auditor
By JOE BIESK
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT,Ky.(API— Kentucky's state park system, which
includes 17 resorts, has been a money loser despite hundreds of millions of dollars in recent investments, Auditor Crit Luellen said.
Since 20(X), state parks have seen a steady drop in their occupancy rate, and a corresponding increase in operating loss, according to
the audit report released Wednesday. For the fiscal year ending next
month, Kentucky's parks system will have lost more than $30 million, the report said.
"Kentucky has the finest system in the nation, and we've made a
significant investment in that system," Luallen said. "Now, we have
to ensure that our management approach matches up with that."
Across the board, the parks system has been losing money,
Luellen said.
Kentucky, since 1994, has spent more than $316 million on
improvements and renovations at various state parks, according to
the audit. That includes renovations at existing lodges and building
or improving golf courses throughout the state.
There are 52 state parks, including 17 that have resorts and are
intended to generate revenue.
The system has received an average of $28.6 million in state
funding since 2000, the report said. The agency asked for an extra
$5 million appropriation to make it through the current fiscal year.
Between 1994 to 2008, the state spent nearly $55 million on golf'
related projects. Still, the number of golf rounds played
Kentucky's public courses has dropped steadily, and golf activity
lost about $700,000 during the current fiscal year, Luellen said.
Losses are occurring elsewhere, too. The state is losing about
$1.60 on every meal it serves.
But that can change. Luallen said.
For starters, Luallen said, the state needs to spend more money
marketing its parks system. This year, the state has allocated
$480,000 for marketing in the current year.
That needs to increase, Luellen said.
"Kentucky has tremendous potential as a destination," Luallen
said. "Kentucky has the finest system in the nation, and we've made
a significant investment in that system. Now, we have to ensure that
our management approach matches up with that."
Kentucky Commerce Secretary Marcheta Sparrow said the state
will have to work within its existing budget to handle marketing. But
the report is something that the cabinet will use to improve, Sparrow
said.

•See Page 2A
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GREG TRAVIS/Ledger & ritneS
LEARNING A LESSON ABOUT LIFE: Calloway County High School seniors watch Wednesday morning as members of various local emergency response units in Murray and Calloway County stage a mock automobile accident. The simulation was
designed to remtid students of the seriousness of drinking or using drugs and driving on prom night. The program was held
in conjunction with the nationwide Prom Promise program. The event, held at Murray State University's William "Bill" Cherry
Exposition Center, included members of police, fire, ambulance, coroner and rescue departments. All high school seniors
attended the dramatization. Calloway High's prom is scheduled for Saturday.

Weather may help MCCH expansion work
By HOLLY WISE
Staff Writer
Construction on the hospital
expansion is about five days
behind schedule, but MurrayCalloway County Hospital
Director of Plant Operations
Bud Byars said if the area gets
favorable weather for the next
few weeks those days can be
made up.
Byars informed the MCCH
Board of Trustees Wednesday
afternoon during their monthly
board meeting that by the end of
the month, the foundation for
the expansion will be finished
His 30-day projection was to
have the electrical and plumbing
work complete for half the
building and to have 40 percent
of the structural steel erected.
The board approved payments of $1.1 million to be paid
to Wehr Construction and a pay-

ment ol $1.1 million to be paid
to 10 suppliers. According to
Brad Bloemer. vice president of
finance, these amounts are
included in the overall budget of
the project.
In addition to the expansion
update, Byars also proposed the
acceptance of a construction bid
from Bruce Green Construction
to renovate IX Clark Harris'
suite.
Green
Bruce
Construction had the lowest bid
at $156,889.
Five bids were reviewed for
the medical suite of Drs. Hal
Capps and David Bryson and
Pinnacle, Inc. was the lowest bid
at $429,000.
The board unanimously
approved the two bids.
Byars said documentation is
being prepared to open the bidding process for the relocation
of the in-house pharmacy.
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Bids for the central energy
plant opened and three bidders
had registered their bids.
Pinnacle, Inc. had the lowest bid
at $7.6 million, which exceeded
the board's approved $7 million
budget. Byars said letters have
been sent for value bidding
engineering ideas and that
process takes two to three
weeks.
In other business'
•the board heard from Don
Futrell. corporate compliance
officer, who said the total compliance reports for January to
March were 24 versus 48 during
the same period in 2007.
One of the goals of corporate
compliance was to guarantee
every patient in long-term care
received a physician visit every
30 days, he said. In 2007 the
number was 94.5 percent; in
2008 it rose to 97 percent.

• the hoard heard from
Bloomer who reported that due
to low outpatient services the
month of March fell $335,000
below the budgeted target. The
year-to-date operating income
for the hospital is $2.3 million.
According to Bloomer, the hospital is $435,000 below the budgeted target at this point.
For the six-month period
ending March 31, six of the nine
service centers within the hospital showed a negative net
income from operations.
"They're losing money," said
Bloomer. "The hospital itself is
extremely profitable but those
individual departments, some of
them have a net loss."
Those areas are long term
care (-$93,856), home services
1-$555,9121, wellness center (-

II See Page 2A
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PoliceSherifflogs

•Parks ...

Murray Police Department
-A hit-and-run was reported at the Gums Center Friday at 1205
p.m.
-A theft was reported at 100 Fox Meadows Dr. at 9:27 p.m.
-A traffic accident with injuries was reported at 356 Charlie Miller
Rd. Saturday at 3 21p.m.
-Criminal mischief was reported at Arbys at 8:23 p.m.
-A traffic accident with injuries was reported on 641 North in
Dexter at 9.47 p.m.
-A vehicle was reportedly on fire on 641 North at 9:58 p.m.
-Theft of copper was reported from 1211 N. 12th St. Monday at
4:47 p.m.
-Kroger Fuel reported a gas drive-off Tuesday at 4:33 p.m.
-A theft was reported at 407 N. 4th St. at 4:43 p m.
Murray State University Police
-Travis Smith. of Livermore and Joshua Everly, of Sacramento
were arrested Saturday at 5.10 am. after a caller reported two
maies walking around in the College Circle parking lot pulling on
vehicle doors and looking in trucks. Smith was arrested and
charged with second degree fleeing and evading police, alcohol
in intoxication and possession of marijuana. Everly was arrested and charged with second degree fleeing and evading police
and alcohol intoxication.
-A theft was reported from Franklin College at 12:59 p.m.
--A theft of a backpack and laptop computer was reported from
Waterfielcl Library at 5:31 p.m.
-A dumpster fire was reported at Stewart Stadium at 6:58 p.m.
Someone had thrown hot coals in the dumpster.
-A theft report was taken at 11:06 p.m.
-Aaron Harris, of Louisville was issued a citation Monday at 2:09
p.m for receiving stolen property under $300.
-A caller reported a text book stolen from a dorm room in Hart
College at 6:16 p.m. A report for second degree burglary was
taken.
Calioway County Sheriff's Department
-A house fire on 121 North was reported Monday at 3:45 a.m.
-Parts were reported stolen out ot three vehicles at Taylor Bus
Sales at 7:06 a.m.
-A traffic accident with injuries was reported on Pheasant Road
at 10:19 p.m. A four-wheeler was in the ditch but the location of
the driver was unknown.
- A burigary report was made Tuesday at 9 a m. on Wrather
Road. A gun was taken.
- The theft of a firearm was reported on Bethel Road at 3:07 p.m.
- A second degree burglary case was opened after a report
someone broke into a residence on Almo Road Wednesday at
9:03 p.m.
— Information is obtained from reports,
logs and citations from various agencies.
Studies show that reading
keeps the mind sharp. Give your
brain a boost. Subscribe to the
newspaper and expand your mind
with a world of information.
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From Front
"I think this audit was an eye
opener for most people and
probably cilltle at a very good
time." Sparrow said.
"We'll be using it constructively to see if we can't effect
some change."
The parks lost about $29 million in 2004 and were expected
to lose a total of about $33 million in the fiscal year that ends
June 30, she said
Sparrow said the parks system is not intended to be a moneymaker, but it's also not intended to lose as much money as it
has been.

MCCH

•• •

From Front
$50,416), Medical Arts physician offices (481,628), occupational medicine (-$55,809) and
physician services (41,000).
According to Bloemer, the
wellness center has a history of
making a profit as well as the
Medical Arts physician offices.
"Medical Arts has always
been profitable until this year.
until we had all the physician
vacancies," he said.
Bloemer said the performance in these areas are improving, though it will take a couple
months to see the changes on
paper.
"If you were to separate it
and look at the last month, those
losses in some of those wouldn't
be there.- he said. "We have
made some changes to improve
things already and they'll show
up in future month's performance."
The three areas with positive
cash flow were the hospital
million); ambulance
($3.1
($81,053) and acute rehab
($25,376).

than
NATIONAL NURSES WEEK
The staff and physicians of
Primary Care Medical
Center would like to extend our
heartfelt thanks to our nurses:

Primary ,
Care
MEDICAL CENTER

Melissa Allen
Brittany Overbey
Mindy Bowens
Jerri Elliott
Laura Kelso
Jan McKeel
Chrysta Pritchard
Angie Turner
Tina Wilson

Janet Essary
Kathy Pendergrast
Diana Dunlap
Tammy Gresham
Diane King
Tanya McMillian
LaDonna Smith
Diane Tynes

Emily Kemp
Michael Abort
Nikki Edwards
Angie Jackson
Sherry Lane

and to all the nurses
throughout the community
who help us take care of
our patients.
We thank you for your
compassion and
dedication to your
profession and to our
community during
National Nurses Week
and every week.
ACCEPTING NEW PATI NTS ...ALWAYS!
1000 SOUTH 12TH STREET • MURRAY, KENTUCKY

GREG TRAVIS/Ledger & limes
BONE MARROW DONOR DRIVE: Members of the Murray-Calloway County Hospital,
Licensed Practical Nurses and the National Marrow Donor Program conducted a Bone
Marrow Donor Drive Tuesday at MCCH. The healthcare professionals were looking to find
donor matches during this first bone marrow drive at the hospital.

III 'Laker' Pyle ...
From Front
In reflecting upon her career,
she said one of her proudest
accomplishments from her
teaching years was seeing many
former students majoring in
chemistry or one of the related
professional careers. "I hope I
had a small part in their choosing a career path."
She added that an administrative accomplishment she felt
she had allowed faculty to be
the true educators and leaders
that they were.
"They were on a path to
achieving great things when I
became principal at CCHS," she
recalled. Pyle also noted, "If
there is one thing, I hope to be
remembered as a serving
leader."
She said she plans on doing

many things with her family
that she has been putting off, but
she would not be far from the
school system.
"1 will be getting more
involved with my work at
Spring Creek Baptist Church."
she envisioned. "And I plan on
enjoying some boating, golf and
maybe some travel. But I'm not
giving up my chair seats in the
gymnasium."
She said she has been a lifelong member of the church and
she teaches a teenage Sunday
School class and also teaches
Bible School every summer.
Pyle and her husband, Billy,
have two daughters, Amy
Futrell and Emily Finney.
She said retirement would
actually give her more time to
attend other sporting events.
"I'm just not going to be
driving to Lake City. Tenn.. on a

rainy Monday night," she
smiled and stated.
Pyle's advice to her successor included, "I hope he/she
enjoys being a true Laker as
much as I have, because as a
true Laker you will do whatever
is best for this school and these
students. That can be easy, that
can be fun, but sometimes that
can be tough."
She said she would be staying on the job through the summer to assist with any transitional issues.
"I haven't made any career
choices without seeking direction from God. I have been
blessed by God at every level of
my career and I know he is
opening a new door of opportunity for me at this time and I'm
excited about walking through
that door."

Lane restrictions planned at Trigg bridge
Special to the Ledger
The Kentucky Transportation Cabinet plans to
restrict traffic to one lane on the U.S. 68/Ky. 80
bridge across the Cumberland River and Lake
Barkley at Canton in Trigg County starting
Monday, May 12. The lane restriction is to allow
bridge inspectors to conduct a detailed antislength inspection of the bridge structure.
The inspection, originally scheduled to start
Wednesday had to be postponed until Monday due
to an equipment scheduling ussue.
Mororists who regularly travel US 68/KY 80
through the Land Between the Lakes should allow
extra travel time as some minor delays are possible. Delays should oe less than five minutes in

duration.
Lane restrictions are expected to be in place
weekdays from approximately 7:30 a.m, to
approximately 3 p.m., through about Friday, May
16.
Motorists should be alert for equipment, naggers, inspectors, and support personnel on the
bridge deck in close proximity to passing traffic.
This work is scheduled on a weather permitting basis. In case of rain the inspection will
move to the next working day.
Also known as the Lawrence Memorial
Bridge, the US 68/KY 80 Cumberland River
Bridge at Canton carries approximately 4,000
vehicles in an average day.

GRAND HOME GIVEAWAY
Home it where the 111110 it.
Saturday & Sunday Open Houses
May 10 & 11 • May 17 & 18 • May 24 & 25
1:00-4:00 p.m.
Drawing Date: Saturday, May 31st
Tickets are $100
Only 4,000 Will Be Sold!
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KentuckylnBrief
Proposed community college
tuition hikes halved
LEXING1ON. Ky (AP) -- The staff of Kentucky s Council on
Postsecondary Education is recommending that the community college system get less than half of the 13 percent tuition hike it wants
The staff, instead, recommends the Kentucky Community and
Technical College System be allowed an increase of 5 2 percent
If the council adopts the staff recommendation, the community
college system will be forced to cut an additional $11 million dollars
from its 2008-2009 budget proposal
KCTCS President Michael McCall said he would study the staff
proposal and make the system's case again before a council committee on Thursday
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BRIDGE FIRE: Firefighters watch from the Louisville, Ky.. side of the Ohio River as smoke billows off the Big Four Bridge on
Wednesday.

Army OKs $248M in barracks repairs
By KRISTIN M. HALL
Associated Press Writer
FORT ('AMPBLLL, Ky.
AP) — Spc. Loren Dautennan,
who trained at Fort McCoy in
Wisconsin last month with the
National Guard, found something good to say about the
falling-apart floors and ceilings
in her quarters.
Barely.
"It is better than sleeping out
in the woods," Dautennan said
last week. "but not a whole lot
better."
Thousands of soldiers at Fort
McCoy, Fort Campbell and elsewhere are assigned to barracks
built for the GIs who fought
World War 11 and the Korean

Vvrar. The buildings are showing

their age. and the soldiers are
getting led up.
After a soldier's father posted
a video on YouTube last month
showing the dilapidated barracks for paratroopers at Fort
Bragg. N.C.. Defense Secretary
Robert Gates called those conditions appalling and ordered base
commanders to ensure their
troops have proper quarters.
The commanders have their
work cut out for them.
A spot check by Associated
Press reporters over the past
week found many barracks
plagued by recurring problems
with mold, mildew and their
plumbing and wiring.

In many cases. the cramped.
wooden units were scheduled
for destruction, but Army leaders facing space and economic
constraints from the war in Iraq
have again filled the old barracks. Major installations like
Fort Campbell and Fort Stewart.
Ga., report pumping more than
$100 million into barracks
improvements in recent years to
make room for the flood of
recruits and brigades.
Army Secretary Pete Geren
said Wednesday at Fort Bragg
that the Army has appropriated
$248 million in emergency
funds to fix problems found during inspections of 148,000
rooms at bases worldwide over

!rice Memorial
nberland River
ximately 4,000

HOLLY WISE/Ledger and Times

the past two weeks.
"We ordered a look at literally every single room." Geren
said. "We didn't find any looming danger to their health and
safety."
Still, military leaders concede the housing situation as a
whole is deplorable despite the
millions spent over the decades
to gut, retrofit and renovate the
old structures.
In 1994. the Army launched a
barracks modernization program
to replace all its oldest housing.
The plan was to be completed
this year, but that has been postponed to 2013 because of other
needs, including a multiyear
redesign of the way Army
brigades — the main fighting
units — are equipped and organized for war.
At Fort Stewart, the combination of I new combat brigade
and ongoing construction has
some soldiers sleeping and eating in large trailers until new
barracks are built.
Bog. Gen. Dennis Rogers.
who is responsible for maintaining Army housing, said last
week that besides poor physical
condition, the old barracks offer
too little privacy to meet the
expectations of today's younger
generation.
It was a frequent complaint
from soldiers who talked to the
AP. including Spc. Kaila Colvin,
who said she's looking forward
to getting married in part
because she won't have to live
in Fort Campbell's barracks
anymore.
"Privacy-wise, you can't hide
anything." Colvin said. "It's definitely cramped."
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Louisville Fire Chief Greg Frederick says the plane lost power He
says the pilot radioed the airport, which then notified emergency officials.
Frederick says a few minutes later, emergency officials received
a 911 call directing them to the neighborhood where the plane
crashed He says the plane clipped several trees, flipped over and
landed upside down on a fence between two backyards.
The fire chief says no one on the ground was hurl and no houses
F
or power lines were hit. The only person in the plane was the pilot. .
Werne told The Courier-Journal that Lebre had surgery for a lacerated side, and would be kept at University of Louisville Hospital fop
several days
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LOUISVILLE, Ky (AP) — The pilot of a small plane that crashed
in Louisville remains hospitalized in serious condition with burns
Family friend Todd Werne says pilot William Lebre had Just taken
off from Bowman Field in Louisville on Wednesday and was headed
to Bloomington, Ind., when the plane crashed at about 9:40 a.m.

Dr. Weiss- and Dr. Oldham have
performed over 2000 Weight .1 oss
Surgeries .and have been
performing lap -Band
SUI crIe at Jackson
Rurchase . Medical
Center for the past
year.
Don't miss this
chance to learn. more
about -how you. can
_Est your life back!

director Mark Welch.
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Small plane crashes in Louisville
neighborhood

Do You Want Your Life Back?

RECOGNIZING PUBLIC RADIO: Murray Mayor Tom Rushing signs a proclamation declaring
April as Public Radio Re,:ognition Month and encourages citizens to celebrate the 38th
anniversary of WKMS Radio Station on May 11. Seated next to Rushing is Kate Lochte, the
WKMS station manager. Pictured from left to right (standing): Murray State University Vice
President of Institutional Advancement and Alumni Affairs Jim Carter, WKMS news director
Chad Lampe. WKMS membership director Stephanie Nutter-Osborne and WKMS program

SATURDAY
MARKET

LOUISVILLE. Ky (AP) — Sometimes during peak hours, the
phones are silent in Andy Freitas pizza restaurants, yet the cooks
are busy keeping pace with hungry customers.
That's because orders are roiling in through the Internet.
"It's pretty amazing not to hear a phone ring on a busy night," said
Freitas, an operating partner with the largest Papa John's franchisee
in the Washington. D.C., market.
In the past seven years, Louisville-based Papa John's
International Inc. has made a lot of dough from online ordering —
more than $1 billion to be exact.
The nation's third-largest pizza operator trumpeted the $1 billion
milestone Wednesday, noting that its U.S. online sales have been
growing at an average clip of more than 50 percent per year. In 2001,
the chain's online sales totaled $20.4 million Last year. its online
sales approached $400 million.
"It took us seven years to reach our first billion in online sales, and
at our current pace and growth rate it will take us less than three
years to hit our next billion," said Jim Ensign. vice president of marketing communications at Papa John's.
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IN OCR OPINION

Local skate park's
a good idea for
our community
There were no dissenting voices at Tuesday
night's forum regarding plans for a skate park
within the Murray-Calloway Park system. You
won't find any here, either.
For years, the idea of a local skate park has
been floated about but now appears to have a
new set of wings ... er, wheels, as it were.
While some of the skateboarders, themselves,
spoke up, obviously in favor of the proposal, their
point stemmed from the convenience of having a
facility here, thus avoiding them or their parents
from driving to Benton or Paducah to utilize their
skate parks.
Other arguments in favor of the plan came from
adults and authority figures, such as law enforcement. Officers said having a park would eliminate
skateboarders from practicing their moves around
local businesses and being shooed off, and would
be a safer place than riding their skateboards
along sidewalks or even in streets.
Another argument supporting this move is the
opportunities we, as parents, and the Murray-Calloway County community offer our young people.
We've even been recognized nationally on numerous occasions because of it. We have a top-notch
park system, plenty of activities for kids, youth
sports in and out of school that range from baseball to soccer and martial arts to fencing.
Skateboarding should be in the mix, as well. We
encourage the parks, city, county and parents to
study this and work to make a Murray and Calloway skate park a reality.
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STUBBORN AS A ...

Kentucky's state in the primaries

(Tuesday) night's results
in North Carolina and Indiana leave Kentucky as the
largest state yet to vote in
the presidential primaries,
with the Democratic nomination still undecided. Our
state has never played such
a role before, but it's possible that the closest primary
on our May 20 ballot will
be for U.S. senator, not
president.
So far, almost all the talk
has been about the presidential race, and we can expect
many visits by the candidates
and their surrogates. But
To the Editor.
after yesterday's results, KenKentucky Democrats will have the opportunity to wield
tucky s presidential primary
unusual influence in the upcoming presidential primary. We
already has an anticlimactic
are presented with the choice between two very bright,
air about it. Nationally, more
accomplished, resourceful, and tough-minded candidates. Seri_
superdelegates remain at
stake than regular delegates,
Barack Obama. however, has successfully built a campaign
and the candidates' focus is
based on restoring hope in America's future coupled with
shifting to them. Sen. Barack
and
Iraq,
in
war
misguided
facing the tough realities of a
Obama may trot out some to
the need to rebuild a government that balances economic
him today; Sen.
freedom, and economic opportunities for the vast majority of endorse
Hillary, Clinton has already
Americans.
started talking more about
The strongest reservations expressed about Senator Obama
full seating of delegates from
by his opponents are that he lacks experience, that he can
Florida and Michigan, which
only make nice speeches, and that he does not come from
currently have none because
they held pnmaries too early.
the mainstream cultural background shared by most (solidly
been
has
Clinton's end-game strateWashington
in
stay
short
His
Amencans.
white)
most distinguished by his ability to elevate himself above the gy has called for her to gain
the edge in total popular.
political herd. And his political instincts seem to have been
vote by racking up big marforged in the struggles to build community-action groups in
gins in Kentucky, West VirChicago that linked power brokers to community leaders.
ginia (which votes next
What son of experience do we most need in charge of
Tuesday) and Puerto Rico
our government now — that based on the politics of yield(which votes June 1). But
ing to special interests and pandering to cultural sensitivities, Obama's big margin in North
Carolina makes that strategy
or the clear-headedness and political skill in bringing people
together to solve real problems that threaten our future? Sen. less likely to succeed, and
now Clinton supporters are
Barack Obama has demonstrated the ability and the courage
pointing to the other state
to articulate clearly and effectively the issues associated with
votes May 20: Oregon.
that
he
importantly,
the war and corporate abuses of power. More
"She needs to shake
has the desire and toughness to tackle real problems, not
u. ... She has to
something
politically manipulated ones. And last, but not least, it is
win Oregon.' Clinton supway past time for Americans to move on beyond our obsesporter James Carville, who
sion with the politics of what makes us comfortable.
has some experience in KenJoe Cartwright tucky, said on CNN this
Murray morning. "If she wins Oregon, she wins six out of the
last seven pnmanes. Let's
see what happens to the
popular vote in Kentucky,
Puerto Rico and West Virginia."
While polls show Clinton
running far ahead of Obama
in Kentucky, it does not
appear likely that she will
get the popular-vote margin
she needs here, unless interest in the race increases
greatly. Most other states
have rolled up big increases
in voter registration, particu1001 Whitnell Ave.• Murray, KY 42071-1044)
larly among Democrats, but
Phone (270) 753-1916• Fax (270) 753-1927
Mon.- Fri. 7:30 a.m. - 5 p.m.• Closed Sat. & Sun.
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Kentucky's
registration
rose less
than 06
percent
since last
year's general election, about
half as
much as it
did a year
earlier. The
Guest Voice number of
By Al Cross
Democrats
rose little
Director of
more than
Institute for
0.8 percent.
Rural
There is
Journalism & relatively
Community
little excitement for
Issues
either Clinton or
Obama in Kentucky, where
Republican Sen. John
McCain is beating both of
them in general-election
polls, Obama badly.
All that being said, Kentucky will not be ignored,
and will probably play its
most significant role ever in
a Democratic nominating
process. It was part of Super
Tuesday in 1988. but Al
Gore carried all but three
counties and other candidates
largely ignored the state, so
the legislature abandoned the
idea of an earlier presidential
primary. The only time any
Kentucky presidential primary
made a difference was the
Republican contest in 1976,
when President Gerald Ford
stopped challenger Ronald
Reagan's momentum by winning here and in Arkansas.
So what will the issues
be in Kentucky? There's no
reason to expect that Clinton
will not keep talking about
the idea of a summer gasoline-tax holiday, because
many rural Kentuckians commute to work in cities and
are being squeezed by gas
prices. Obama opposes the
idea as a gimmick, and has
already argued that it would
slow road-building in the
state. One other issue difference has evaporated, but the
issue still deserves some
attention. It's mountaintopremoval strip mining for
coal
Obama told the anti-mountaintop-mining group.
Appalachian Voices in January, "Strip mining is an

environmental disaster. We
have to find more environmentally sound ways of mining coal than simply blowing
the tops off mountains." But
in March, in Beckley. W.Va.,
in the heart of the
Appalachian coalfield, he
backed off: "My job as president, and one of the keys
of federal government, is to
listen and work with local
and state officials who are
knowledgeable about these
issues, whether it's a governor, or a mayor, or senators,
so that we can make this
work properly. One thing I
can promise you I won't do.
though, is I'm just going to
take a bunch of contributions
from the coal industry and
then just do their bidding,
any more than I would just
listen to the environmentalists. I want to listen to
everybody, get everybody's
point of view, and then
make the best decision for
the people of West Virginia."
Clinton has also equivocated on the issue. She told
7'he Courier-Journal in late
March that if elected she
would serve as a mediator to
help find a compromise.
'This is one of these areas
where we've got to get
everybody together and come
up with some solutions,- she
said. "I understand the argument that it's a cost-effective
way to get at the coal, but I
also understand and sympathize with the concerns people have about stream and
river pollution. about the
effects on the environment
and the livelihoods of people
who are in other walks of
life in the economy. My
administration would serve as
a mediator and conciliatory
presence in trying to figure
out what we're going to do."
Its the job of Kentucky
reporters not only to press
the candidates for answers
on issues like these, but to
correct false information
being spread about them,
such as that Obama is a
Muslim who doesn't say the
pledge of allegiance. He's a
practicing Christian who says
the pledge. But Kentuckians
woad also like to hear him
elaborate on his belief that
small-town voters bitter about
their economic circumstances
cling to religion and guns.
One huge factor in this

race that many journalists .
avoid exploring is race. Exit
polls in states bordering
Kentucky have made clear
that Obama's race is a disincentive or disqualifier for a
small but significant slice of
voters. Kentucky still has
issues with race, as shown
by the racist calls to the
office of 6th District Rep.
Ben Chandler when he
endorsed Obama. Journalists
should explore this unfortunate fact of Kentucky's political life, in interviews with
voters and experts. My column last Sunday for The
Courier-Journal addressed the
subject.
The other statewide contest on the May 20 ballot
also deserves attention, certainly more than it has been
getting. U.S. Senate Minority
Leader Mitch McConnell
faces only token Republican
primary opposition as he
seeks a record fifth term, but
there is an increasingly competitive race for the Democratic nomination to oppose
him. The candidates running
full-scale campaigns are businessman and former state
commerce secretary Bruce
Lunsford, who ran for governor in the 2003 and 2007
primaries, and Greg Fischer.
a Louisville businessman and
political newcomer who says
Lunsford has too much baggage to beat McConnell.
An automated telephone
poll by Survey USA, conducted Saturday through
Monday, May 3-5. showed
Lunsford with 41 percent,
Fischer with 22 percent, and
five other candidates with a
total of 32 percent, with 4
percent undecided. (Survey
USA's methods tend to
underestimate undecideds.)
Fischer has steadily gained
on Lunsford, and Lunsford
has lost ground, since midApril.
Survey USA is polling
weekly for WHAS-TV in
Louisville and WCPO-TV in
Cincinnati.
Al Cross is director for
the Institute for Rural Journalism and (immunity Issues
and an assistant professor at
the School of Journalism and
Telecommunications at the
Unitersity of Kentucky.
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Obituaries

U.N. plane lands in

Mrs. Marlene Slaughter Roberts

YANGON, Myanmar (AP)
-- Relief supplies from the
United Nations began arriving in
Myanmar this morning, but U.S.
military planes loaded with aid
were still denied access by the
country's isolationist regime
five days after a devastating
cyclone.
The military junta also continued to stall on visas for U.N.
teams seeking entry to ensure
the aid is delivered to the victims amid fears that lack of safe
food and drinking water could
push the death toll above
100,(XX).
Two airplanes carrying highenergy biscuits, medicine and
other supplies arrived in
Yangon, and two others were to
follow. U.N. officials said. The
planes had waited for the last
two days while the world body
negotiated with the military
regime to allow the material into
the Southeast Asian nation.
In Yangon, the roof of
Myanmar opposition leader
Aung San Suu Kyi was blown
off and she was living in the
dark after the electricity connection to her dilapidated lakeside
bungalow was snapped in the
cyclone, a neighbor said.
The Nobel Peace Prize laureate is using candles at night
since she has no generator in her
home, where she is being held
under house arrest, said the
neighbor, who spoke on condition of anonymity because of the
sensitivity of the subject.
U.S. Ambassador to Thailand
Eric John told reporters that U.S.
and Thai authorities earlier
believe they had permission
from Myanmar to land U.S. military C-1 30s. But Myanmar officials later made it clear that this
was not the case.
John said it was not clear if
they had reversed an earlier
decision or if there was a misunderstanding.
Thailand Prime Minister
Samak Sundaravej offered to
negotiate on Washington's
behalf to persuade the junta to
accept U.S. aid.
The U.S. military, meanwhile, sent more humanitarian
supplies and equipment to a
staging area in Thailand. A C-17
transport plane with water and
food landed today, joining the
two C- I 30s in place, Air Force
spokeswoman Megan Orton
said at the Pentagon. Another C130 loaded with supplies was on
its way, she said.
The Navy also has three ships
participating in an exercise in
the Gulf of Thailand that could
help in any relief effort, Including an amphibious assault ship
with 23 helicopters aboard.
The Navy was sending helicopters from the USS Essex to
the staging area in Thailand, a
defense official said on condition of anonymity because he
was not authorized to speak on
the record.
After they finish off-loading
the helicopters, the F-ssex and
the USS Juneau were expected
to steam around the Malay
Peninsula to be in a position
closer to Myanmar.
The USS Harpers Ferry and a
destroyer, the USS Muslin, were
expected to head toward
Myanmar on Friday. the official
said.
Myanmar's generals, tradi-

Mrs. Marlene Slaughter Roberts, 71, Murray, died Wednesday,
May 6, 2(8)8, at 1:51 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.

Virgil E. Travis

.*?

The funeral for Virgil E. Travis will be today (Thursday) at 2
p.m. in the chapel of Collier Funeral Home, Benton. Rev. Robert
Chandler, Rev. Richard Dowdy and Rev. Steve Seaford will officiate. Burial will follow in the Marshall County Memory Gardens,
Benton.
Visitation is now at the funeral home.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Brewers United
Methodist Church Building Fund. 7756 Brewers Hwy., Benton, KY
42025.
Mr. Travis, 65, Benton, died Monday, May 5, 2008, at Marshall
County Hospital, Benton.
Owner of Benton Auto Salvage and Wrecker in Marshall County
for 22 years, he attended Brewers United Methodist Church.
Preceding him in death were his parents, Elvin Travis and Genie
Henry Travis, and one sister, Barbara Epperson.
Survivors include his wife, Paula Beth Creason Travis; two
daughters,Tammy Travis, Kuttawa, and Anne Belcher and husband,
Corey, Benton; two sons, Chris Travis, Salem, Ind., and Jeff Travis,
Benton; three grandchildren, Abigail and Tyler Belcher and
Madison Travis; one brother, Gordon Travis and wife, Patsy,
Eddyville: three sisters, Shirley McCallister and husband. Carrot.
Princeton, Virginia Lee and husband, Jewel. Dycusburg, arid Lucille
Bigham, Hobart, Ind.
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A memorial service for Dwaine Pitt will be tonight(Thursday) at
7 in the chapel of Filbeck-Cann & King Funeral Home. Benton.
Ronnie Fox will officiate.
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 5 p.m.
'W.:. today (Thursday). Online condolences may be made
at www.filbeckcannking.com
Mr. Pitt, 69. Benton, died Tuesday, May 6, 2008,
at 6:04 a.m. at Western Baptist Hospital. Paducah.
A Navy veteran, he was the son of the late John
Pitt and Roselle Henson Pitt.
Survivors include his wife, Amy Elkins Pitt; four sons, Greg Pitt,
Illinois. Barry Pitt, South Dakota. and Deno Pitt and Dale Nimmo.
both of Benton: two sisters, Kaye Norman and Johna Adkins, both
of Hardin, one brother. Paul Pitt. Draffenville; eight grandchildren.

Dr. Charles R.(Doc) Conley
The funeral for Dr. Charles R. (Doc) Conley was today
(Thursday) at 11 a.m. at Greenup First United Methodist Church.
Greenup, with his son-in-law, Pastor Tim Holmes,
officiating. Burial was in the Bellefonte Memorial
, Gardens, Flatwoods. Reed Funeral Home of
Greenup was in charge of arrangements.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to
Greenup First United Methodist Church, 607 Main
St., Greenup, KY 41144. or Hillside Community Church. P.O. Box
831. Ashland. KY 41105.
Dr. Conley. 84. Greenup, died Monday, May 5. 2008, at
Community Hospice Care Center, Ashland.
He came in Greenup in 1956 as a graduate of Chicago School of
Osteopathic Medicine and practiced family medicine for 51 years.
He Was named "Physician of the Year" by the KOMA and has
received many recognitions from the medical community. He
worked as a physician for the Greenup Health Department and the
Greenup Co. Detention Center. He was a member of Greenup First
United Methodist Church where he served as Sunday school
teacher, chairman of the board, and sang in the choir and was a
member of Greenup Lions Club where he received the Melvin Jones
Fellow Award. A volunteer ringside physician for Golden Gloves
boxing, he was a member of- the Paintsville Chapter of the Order of
Free and Accepted Masons. He was an Air Force veteran of World
War II.
Preceding him in death were his first wife, Kathryn (Kitty)
Sargent Conley; daughter-in-law, Phyllis Simmons Conley; two
grandchildren, Amy Callihan Young and Michael Casey Zank.
Survivors include his wife, Virginia Salyer% Conley; three daughters. Cathy Young and husband, Burton. Murray, Gail Gullett and
husband, Ed, Augusta, Ga., and Greta Holmes and husband. Tim.
Westwood; three sons, Dr. Charles L.(Butch)Conley. Brandenburg,
Greg Adams. Wurtland. and Gary Adams, Greenup; nine grandchildren, Charlsie Young, Murray, Dr. Charles L. (Chip) Conley and
wife, Melissa, Ashland, Stephanie Woolsey and husband. Chad, and
Ryan Conley and wife. Kellie, all of Brandenburg, Amanda Adams,
South Shore, Cassie Zank, Augusta, Ga.. and Abby. Gracie and Nate
Holmes. all of Westwood; six great-grandchildren. Noell, Shelby,
Andee and Walker Conley and Awsten and Jarid Gillum; one stepdaughter. Mona Maranville and husband, Robert. and one stepgrandson, Vince Martinville, all of Lexington.
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Eddy Arnold dies at 89
NASHVILLE.Tenn.(AP)A biographer for country music
superstar Eddy Arnold says the
singer has died at the age of 89.
University
Belmont
Professor Don Cusic says
Arnold died at a care facility
near Nashville this morning.
Arnold was just days short of his
90th birthday. Arnold's mellow
baritone on songs like "Make

the World Go Away- -- a
crossover hit on the pop charts
in 1965 - made him one of the
most successful country singers
in history. He became a pioneer
of -The Nashville Sound," also
called "countrypolitan," a mixture of country and pop styles.
He was elected to the
Country Music Hall of Fame in
1966.
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Myanmar with aid after cyclone

AP
A woman prays inside the Aung Zey Yong Pagoda arid monastery which was damaged in last
weekend's cyclone in Kyautan Township in southern Myanmar this morning. The nation's isolationist government gave clearance for the first major international airlift carrying food aid to
survivors.
The U.N. said it has released •
tionally paranoid about foreign to my wife and young children."
influence, issued an appeal for said Phan Maung, 55, who held $10 million from its emergency international assistance after the onto a coconut tree until the relief fund to help the cyclone
storm struck Saturday. They water level dropped. By then his victims.
UNICEF said it was shipping..
have since dragged their feet on family was gone.
Health 3 million water purification
World
The
issuing visas to relief workers
even as survivors faced hunger, Organization has received tablets -- enough to provide
reports of malaria outbreaks in clean water to 2(1),000 people
disease and flooding.
French Foreign Minister the worst-affected area, and for a week - to from Denmark
Bernard Kouchner and British fears of waterborne illnesses to Bangkok on Thursday. The
David surfacing due to dirty water and agency hopes to transfer the •
Secretary
Foreign
Miliband asked Myaninars poor sanitation also remained a shipment to Myanmar the fol.,
junta to "lift all restrictions on concern, said Poonam Kheirapal lowing day.
The London-based human
the distribution of aid." The Singh, deputy director of
Amnesty
group
U.N. also called the government WHO's Southeast Asia office in rights
International said some donon
New Delhi.
to let aid and aid workers in.
"Safe water, sanitation, safe were delaying aid for fear it
"It is imperative at this point
that they do open up and allow a food. These are things that we would be siphoned off to the
major international relief effort feel are priorities at the army.
The World Food Program's to get under way," Richard moment." she said.
Even near Yangon, the coun- regional director, Anthony
Horsey. who coordinates U.N.
humanitarian aid out of try's largest city, stricken vil- Banbury. indicated the United
Bangkok, told AP Television lagers complained that they had Nations had similar concerns.
"We will not just bring out
received no government assisNews.
The Association of Southeast tance and were relying on aid supplies to an airport, dump it _.
and take off." he said. -fhis is
Nations appealed to the interna- from Buddhist monasteries.
"The government is not help- one reason why there is a hold
tional community to keep sending Us. No aid is coming. There up now, because we are going tc
ing aid through Thailand.
"Please keep the hap com- is no money, no rice," said Mu bring in not just supplies but
ing, keep the contributions com- Sanda, one of some 50 people lot of capacity to go with thew
ing, and if you have to, go to huddled in a monastery dining to make sure the supplies get it
Thailand. park there and wait for room converted into an evacua- the people."
Myanmars stale television
redistribution from there," said tion center in Kyauktan. 15
today showed Prime Ministei
ASEAN secretary-general Surin miles southeast of Yangon.
Even China, Myanniars Lt. Gen. Them Sein distributing
Pitsuwan.
Myanmar% state media said closest ally, urged the military food packages to the sick and
Cyclone Nargis killed at least Junta to work with the interna- injured in the delta and soldiers .
22,980 people and left 42,119 tional community. Foreign dropping food over villages.'The •
missing, mostly in the hardest- Ministry spokesman Qin Gang date of the distribution was not .
hit Irrawaddy delta. Shari said China would give $4.3 mil- given. Navy vessels from India
Japan
planes from
Villarosa. who heads the U.S. lion in aid in addition to an ini- and
Thailand, Singapore, Laos and
Embassy in Yangon. said the tial pledge of SI million.
Between 30 and 40 visas Bangladesh had arrived in recent
number of dead could eventually exceed 100.000 because safe requested by various U.N. agen- days with medicine, candles
food and water were scarce and cies and private relief groups are instant noodles, raincoats and
unsanitary conditions wide- pending with the Myanmar gov- other relief supplies, it said.
spread. U.N. officials estimated eniment. Horsey said.
as many as 1 million people
were left homeless in Myanmar,
which also is known as Burma.
Entire villages in the delta
were still submerged from the
, a drug used to control bleeding during surgery.
.
Trasylol
storm, and bloated corpses could
has been linked to kidney failure, dialysis and death. If you
be seen stuck in the mangroves.
or a loved one had surgery and then developed kidney
Some survivors stripped clothes
failure, adi us now at 1+11100411E-EAGLE for a free consultation.
off the dead. People wailed as
We practice law only In Arizona. hut associate with lawyers
throughout the country.
they described the horror of the
001111112113•OSBORNE
torrent swept ashore by the
141100•11.41.AOLE
•..cyclone.
(14100-843.33416)
"I don't know what happened

KIDNEY FAILURE LINKED TO
DRUG USED DURING SURGERY
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MHS Band Boosters will host
*/•(B1

special event at school cafeteria
Murray High School Band Boosters will
host a Mother's Day Fish Fry on Sunday
from 11:30 a.m. to 2 p.m. in the MHS
cafeteria. Fees from the event will support
the MHS marching band.
Hosted in conjunction with Holmes Family Restaurant as a MHS band fundraiser, the event menu includes all you can
eat fish, chicken, white beans, baked beans,
tater tots, potato salad, cole slaw, hush
puppies and bread. A variety of desserts
Jo's
drinks are also included. Take out will
Datebook and
available excluding drinks.
By Jo Burkeen be
Chris You, MHS band director, urges
Community
MHS band supporters and community memEditor
bers to take advantage of this Mother's
Day lunch to support the Tiger Marching Band.

kinouneemen/

Jackson
Keith Lafser
Mr. and Mrs. Jason K. Laker of Jacksonville. Fla., are
the parents of a son. Jackson
Keith Laker, born on Wednesday. April 2, 2008, at 10:32
"in. at Baptist Hospital, JackThe baby weighed 7 pounds
1 ounce and measured 20 1/2
inches. The mother is the for,iner Haley S. Leedom.
Grandparents are Henry and
Sally Leedom of Murray, Ky.,
John Lafser of Jacksonville,
and Twilla and Mark Melloy
of Poplar Bluff. Mo.
Great-grandparents are Raymond and Leola Lafser and
, Velvaleen Burkeen. all of MurJay. and John and Marjorie
'Leedom of Delray Beach. Fla.

'Join Hands Day' Saturday
Photo provided

PRIMARY CARE: The Angels Community Clinic staff and board members thanked Dr. Robert
Hughes and his staff at Primary Care Medical Center for the donation of both volunteer services and gifts in Kind. Dr. Hughes presented the clinic with two Toshiba notebook computers,
as well as committing to provide volunteer medical services for the Tuesday night Angels
Clinic. The staff services will be accessible the last Tuesday of every month beginning in May
2008.

MMS teammates place in Chess event

Jackson Keith Lafser

SUBSCRIBE

Connor McKenna and Jake
Zimmerer. Murray Middle
School eighth graders. tied for
fourth place at the 2008 State
Individual Scholastic Chess
Championships held recently
at Bowling Green.
In the tiebreaker order they
received 7th and 8th place
trophies. Eighth grader Liam
Parker earned a trophy in his
rating class.
Earlier in the year. the
MMS Chess Tram of Zimmerer. McKenna. Parker, Eric
Wann. Jared Henderson and
Austin Hammonds tied for
fourth place at the Kentucky
State Chess Championship held
in Louisville.

Doug Crafton is the coach
and Clint Wilson is the school

sponsor for the Chess team.

Title I meeting on Friday

Calloway County Schools will host a Title I meeting/luncheon on Friday at 11:30 a.m. at Holmes Family Restaurant. Ky.
121 North. Murray. The purpose of the meeting will be to discuss and evaluate the Title I program implemented by Cal;
ioway County Schools. Parents and interested community members are invited.

Scott's Grove plans promotion

Scott's Grove Baptist Church will have a rebate night today
From 5 to 9 at Mr. Gatti's. Customers are asked to tell the
cashier they are there for the church with the funds to g to
help younger children attend Crosspoint Church Camp thi.
summer.

Hazel plans fundraiser

Hazel Lions Club will have its sale of light bulbs and
brooms today from 5:30 to dark in both Hazel and Murray.
Hughes Bennett. president. urges the public to participate.

VFW meeting changed

Post 629 of Veterans of Foreign Wars has changed its May
meeting to Thursday. May 22, at 6:30 p.m.. according to Commander David Foley.

HWY.641 N. • MURRAY
753-1725 — 1-800-472-8852
www.rollingh.com

Glory Bound will be Friday

Glory Bound Christian Entertainment Ministry will be Friday from 7 to 9 p.m. in the fellowship hall of Goshen United Methodist Church, 4726 Ky. 121 North at Stella. Featured
will he Jeff Prater and The Erwins. Items will be taken for
Need Line. For inure information call Joe Lawrence at 7535643, Renee Taylor at 753-8124 or Patrick Lea at 761-2666
or e-mail glory -1x)und0), hot maiI.cons
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'Roses
`Ferns
'Gift Cards

HAPPY HOUR

Shrine Club Bingo on Friday

Friday 4- 7 p.m.

Murray Shrine Club Bingo will be Friday at the club building on Ky. 121 North. Doors will open at 5 p.m. with Bingo
starting at 6:30 p.m.

15% OFF STOREWIDE
(cash & carry only)

NEW SHIPMENTS
'Hydrangeas
*Pine Straw
'Knock-out Rose
*Lava Rock
;Ga.!"c"....r.j.•N...7Ey...4.•
1

Reformers Unanimous to meet
Reformers Unanimous, a Christ-centered addictions program,
meets each Friday from 7 to 9 p.m. at Eastwood Baptist
Church. For information or for a ride call 753-1834.

Open Mon.-Thurs. 9-6, Fri. 9-7, Sal 9-5 Sun. 1-5
Photo provided

I

NEW MEMBERS: The Murray Rotary Club welcomed three
new members at a recent luncheon meeting at Pagliai's who
are, from left, Jason Baker, Kopperud Realty. Jeff Liles, Major
Murray Police, and Victor Raj, Murray State University
ChairiComputer Science & Information Systems.
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Spring auditions Saturday
Paducah Symphony Children's Chorus for grades 3-7 and
Paducah Symphony Youth Chorus for grades 8-10 (7th grade
admitted by additional audition) will host its spring auditions
on Satinday from 9:3(1 a.m. to noon at First Presbyterian
Church of Paducah.
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Project Graduation plans promotion have

Murray High School Class of 2009 will have a rebate night
from 4 to 9 today at Backyard Burger. Customers are asked
to give your receipts to the cashier.

& Gifts

r

Lost But Loved Animal Rescue will have a
tion day Saturday from I() a.m. to 3 p.m. at Kroger. They will
be selling doggie treats and will have some dogs and cats
available for adoption, weather permitting. The group's mission
is to rescue dogs and cats at the local Animal Shelter that
have been scheduled to be euthanized. It is a 501c3 organization and all donations arc tax deductable.

MHS class plans promotion

Jake Zimmerer, left, and Connor McKeena, of Murray Middle
School, tied for State Individual Scholastic Chess
Championships at Bowling Green Not pictured is Liam
Parker.

*Hanging Baskets
'Hibiscus
'Wood Wick Candles

Animal Rescue group plans event
fundraiser/adop-

Calloway County High School Project Graduation will
a rebate event from 5 to closing today at Nick's. Customers
are asked to tell the cashier they are there for the group.

Photo provided
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Hazel Woodmen of World Lodge 138 will have a "Join
Hands Day" on Saturday at 9:30 a.m, at the Hazel Community Center. A flag will be presented and the group will remove
trash from the park.
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• A variety of Diamonds & Gemstones
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You C'ato Give Without
Lowing ELT You Can't Love
Without Giving!
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Writer's Potpourri club to meet Saturday
Vs riter's
Potpourri
will be
Saturday
at 9:309
a.m. at the
Calloway
Public
Mary. all
interested
Writer's writhers
are invitPotpourri ed. Wilma
Wilma Sanders. J. Sanders,
Director
director,
has
released some of the poems
wreitten by paticiaptns as
follows:
CLOUDS
BY MARY ANN DOWDY
Clouds are kind of mysterious.
So high up in the sky
They are so white and
fluffy
Like meringue on top a
pie!
You feel you could touch
the clouds
When you're riding in a
plane
Of course it's not possible
to do
But would be fun just the
same.
If storms are coming,
clouds then change
They get heavy and darker on rainy days
But even though the

storms come through.
Sometimes there is a rainbow too!
GOD'S PROMISE
BY WILMA J SANDERS
God promised he would
not
Give me more than I
could bear
That I should take my
troubles
And leave them in His
care
But I tend to take them
back
Try to think what I can
do
Foregive me Lord for
doubting
Let me leave them with
You
For you are "all knowing"
You know just what to do
You'll make it come out
right
If I love and trust in You
So how can I ever think
I will know what's best
So let me just remember,
Lord
To trust and meet the
test.
AN E-MAIL TIP FOR YOU
BY DANYELLE CLARK
If you should see an email address
On the list of a friend or
family member
That you do not have
Take it - send things to it

It's O.K., every one does
it
I BELIEVE
BY MARGARET R. ELKINS
I belt ve in Jesus,
I believe in God.
I believe in Jesus
While on this earth, I
trod.
I believe in Jesus,
Only Son of God.
I believe in Jesus
While on this earth I
trod.
I will lean on Jesus,
My Shepherd and my
God.
I will lean on Jesus
While on this earth I
trod.
I am saved byJesus,
Holy Lamb of God.
1 am saved by Jesus
Whjoi;e pm this earth i
trod.
I will live in Jesus,
My Lord and risen God.
I will live in Jesus
While on this earth I
trod.

Photo provided
Shown are women who were in the fourth Spring Luncheon and Fashion Show at the First
United Methodist Church featuring fashions from DK Kelly.

MCCH Hospice Spring Luncheon and
Fashion Show fundraiser successful
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital Hospice Program
recently co-sponsored the ir
fourth Spring Luncheon and
Fashion Show at the First United Methodist Church featuring
fashions from DK Kelly.
This fundraising event raised
$3701.71 for the proposed Hospice House. Donations were
made by numerous local bustnesses. Also donated for the
Silent Auction were desserts

TEACHING BLOOD
BY STEPHANIE CUNNINGHAM
When I have Karl
to say a word or
get him to sing
"Happy Birthday"
to my Cousin Gayl,
It is my teaching blood,
which comes from my
family of Teachers!

.ation will have
:k's. Customers
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Rainfall of 7.48 inches of
rain was recorded for the month
of April in Murray, according
to figures released by John Ed
Scott. local official government
weather observer. The average for this year is 26.66 inches and the past yearly average was 18.48 inches.
Figures for rainfall for April
were .92 on April I. 1.92 on
April 3, 1.68 on April 4, .11
on April 9, 1.28 on April II.
.19 on April 13, .15 on April
18, .47 on April 19, .65 on
April 26. .04 on April 27. and
.07 on April 28.
Thunder was recorded on
April I, 3, 4, 10, II, 25 and
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26.
The high temperature for
the month was 85 degrees on
April 23 and the low temperature for the month was 31

degrees on April IS. Average
temperatures for the month were
a high of 69 degrees and a
low of 46 degrees.
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If you are a NEWCOMER to
Murray/Calloway County
Call BARBARA G. JACKSON
AT 753-9062 OR 293-4113
COMMUNITY GREETING SERVICE FOR
A SPECIAL WELCOME
We want to bring you gifts from many of our
business and professional people. It's their way of
saying."We are glad you have moved to
Murray-Calloway County."
We have been welcoming NEWCOMERS
since 1946 almost 60 years!
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JAZZ MUSIC FESTIVAL: Pictured are Doug Henry and Jennifer Garland of Don Henry State
Farm Insurance as Murray High Band member Meg Henry accepts their corporate sponsor
check in support of the 11th annual Ja22 Music Festival to be held Saturday at Murray
Middle School. The MMS Jazz Band will perform at 6 p.m. and the festival will conclude with
a free concert by the Todd Hill Orchestra. There will also be a street fair with a variety of activities and concessions for all to enjoy.

Evans participates in spring
musical at David Lipscomb
NASHVILLE, Tenn. —
Keela Evans of Almo, Ky.,
was one of around 200 students performing, producing
and participating in Lipscomb
University's 45th annual spring
musical spectacular, "Singarama.- one of the traditions at
the 117-year-old university.
Evans, a communication
major an Calloway County High
School graduate, performed in

Cents, which tells the story of
a treasurer-hunting couple who
falls in with pirates.
This year's "Singarama,sporting the theme. " A Play
on Words," was performed at
Otter Creek Church of Christ
in Brentwood. Tenn., in April.
D'/Ds of the performance are
now available at singarama.lipscomb.edu.
"Singarama" includes three

At Los Portcrles
This Mother's Dcrip.!!

)
\ ALL MOMS EAT FOR

completely student-produced
mini-musicals, with colorful
sets and original choreography.
Each show focuses on a common theme and is judge on a
variety of criterion over the span
of the four performances. "Singarama" began in the spring
of y964 as a way to promote
unity among Lipscomb students.
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Woman's Club members, and
First Methodist Church staff and
members, as well as Kiwanis
Club members also contributed
to the success of the event.
For more information on
Hospice fundraising events, volunteering, or the Hospice program contact Jimmie Joyce,
Hospice Coordinator, at 7672108.
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Without
Can't Love
(ring.'

by Judy Eldredge, Carolyn
Paschall, Karen Olson, and
Martha
Broach.
Murray
Woman's Club members as well
as First Methodist Church ladies
provided desserts for the meal.
Joetta Kelly was the emcee
for the event. She was accompanied by Constance Alexander's piano music.
Many door prizes were
awarded to participants.
Hospice volunteers, Murray

Rainfall of 7.48 inches recorded here
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MOTHER'S DAY LUNCH

COMMUNITY
Use economic stimulus payments wisely
This summer many Kentuckians wit, receive a check
front the
federal
government
as part of
an effort
to stimulate the
national
economy.
Before
Extension these
checks
Notes
arrive,
By
think about
La Dawn Hale
what will
Calloway County
be the best
Extention Agent
use of this
for Family &
money for
Consumer
you and
Sciences
your family. Spending the money on
vacations or new items for
your family may not be the
best choice.
If you have credit card or
other debt paying down that
would be a better use of the
income for your own economic future. Another option
may be to invest the money.
You could also split the payment with some going to
payoff bills, some going to
investments and some left
for the family to use as it
chooses.
It is estimated 130 million
U.S. households will receive
payments ranging from $300
to $600 for an individual

and $600 to $1,200 for couples filing jointly.
Taxpayers. eligibility and
the size of stimulus payments they will receive vvm
vary according to income
and fatuity situations.
Eligible taxpayers may
receive an additional $300
for each qualifying child. To
qualify a child must be
under age 17. The stimulus
payment, both the basic
component and the additional
funds for qualifying children.
begins to phase out for individuals with adjusted gross
incomes greater than $75,
(KM and married couples
who file a joint return with
adjusted gross incomes
greater than $150,000. The
combined payment is reduced
by 5 percent of the income
above these income thresholds.
Most people will not have
to do anything to get the
payment other than file a
2007 federal income tax
return. These returns will be
used to determine eligibility
and calculate the amount of
the stimulus payments. However, people receiving Social
Security, Railroad Retirement
or veterans benefits as well
as taxpayers who do not
make enough money to normally have to file a 2007
tax return will need to file
in order to receive the economic stimulus payment.
The Internal Revenue Ser-

vice will begin sending these
checks in May.
The agency's Web site,
http://www.irs.gov. contains
eligibility and other information about the stimulus paytnents.
The IRS will he mailing
two informational notices to
taxpayers advising them of
the payments. However, be
alert for tax rebate scams
such as telephone calls or emails claiming to be from
the IRS and asking for sensitive information.
According to an IRS news
release, they will not call or
e-mail taxpayers about these
payments nor will they be
asking for financial information. Scam e-mails and information about scam calls
should be forwarded to
phishing@irs.gov.
For more information on
these payments, check out
the IRS Web site or for
more financial resource management contact the Calloway County Cooperative
Extension Office at 7531452.
Educational programs of
the Cooperative Extension
Service serve all people
regardless of race, color, age,
sex, religion, disability or
national origin.
Sources: Suzanne Badenhop, extension family
resource management specialist, and the Internal Revenue
Service
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Photo provided
Pictured, from left, are Jason Lindsey sharing the Ivory soap bar with Ryan Williams and
Sammy Morgan in the background.
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Health Coverage
Postal Service to collect
Made Easy.
food for Need Line
Oa offer ham coverers*:
Individuals without Group Coverage
independent Contractors
Dependents and Students
COBRA/Alternative
Self-Employed
Small Businesses
Solutions with choices are easy. lust call

Robert BIIIIngton Jr.
270-753-4751
fart,sufanreigenc, corr
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The United States Postal
Services will be lending a helping hand to "Stamp Out
Hunger" on Saturday.
On Saturday, persons may
help by placing nonperishable
foods by, or in your mail box.
and the postal service will pick
it up and bring to the Murray-Calloway County Need
Line, a community and church
cooperative ministry.
Ionia Casey. executive directot of Need Line said —.Hunger
is not just in large cities, it's
also in rural areas. This will
be the perfect time to help get
the Need Line pantry ready
for the summer months when

•

•

•

our children are out of school
and more meals are needed at
home."
Some of the food items
needed for the Need Line pantry
are tuna, canned meat, spinach,
carrots, pork and beans, corn
meal mix, peanut buttter.
salmon, spaghetti sauce, tomatoes, crackers, juices, powder
milk, instant potatoes and dried
beans.
-Thanks to those who will
donate food and the city and
rural postal carriers for making such a difference in helping 'Stamp Out Hunger' in our
community on Saturday," Casey
added.

•

•

Photo provided

Ekemma Mba helps Lindsey with an experiment on wind.
Or

Weather concepts and terms discussed by
Lindsey for MMS grades four and seven
Jason Lindsey visited Murray Middle School to review
weather concepts and temis with
students in grades four and
seven. Lindsey has a website
called hooked on science and
encouraged all the students to
check it out for some great
experiments.

Lindsey brought a lot of
hands-on experiments to share
with the students.
'Mr. Lindsey put a bar of
Ivory soap in the microwave
to see what would happen. We
thought it would melt but it
got larger and larger and looked
like cool whip.' said one of
the students. "It was really cool

when we put water on alka
seltzer and put it in a small
canister and put the cap on
quickly to see it the cap would
pop off quicker with more
water or less water. I was
excited when I was chosen to
help with that experiment," said
Lucky Michael, fourth grade
student.
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Thursday, May 15th
Featuring 150 Unique and Gorgeous Monogrammed Products
Priced from $14-$300.

Free Monogramming
During the Trunk Show!
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Giftsfor the home, the sports enthusiast, the man in your life,
children, the office, the traveler, the hunter, weddings,
graduations, etc.
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Time, money running out, Clinton still presses on

Photo provided
Williams and

Earlier, the candidate met I'll accept what decision she
WASHINGTON (AP) -- Her
In tact, the campaign made decisively on April 22, the daughter Chelsea Clinton in
money drained and her options an aggressive play in that state. Clinton campaign said it raised New York on Saturday. She also with the candidate met with makes," Schumer said. 'This is;
dwindling, a resolute Hillary nearly matching °barna in tele- about $10 million in 24 hours: signed a new fundraising e-mail superdelegates on Capitol Hill still a close race, and you know4:
in an effort to woo the undecid- the decisions that Hillart
Rodham
Clinton
vowed vision ad spending in the closing aides Wednesday said they had to supporters.
Wednesday to press on with her days. Clinton also campaigned seen a bump in online cash but
"I know that we have a lot of ed and keep her own supporters Clinton makes are the decision!!!
presidential bid even as she and extensively in the state and her nothing close to their post- steps to go. We have more elec- on board. Few had many words that. as a supporter of hers. I will;
abide by.top advisers were hard-pressed husband kept a separate, packed Pennsylvania success.
tions that will take place," of encouragement.
•s
For his part, Majority Leader!
to descnbe a realistic path for schedule of appearances — all
New York Sen. Charles
Clinton brought in about $20 Clinton told 1.5(10 women at
in Schumer. an early and enthusi- Harry Reid of Nevada refused tdi
her to wrest the nomination front to little avail.
event
million total in April, aides said. Wednesday's
Barack Obama.
Another sign of trouble came
She attended a women's Washington. "We are being out- astic Clinton backer, was speculate on whether ('linton{
After a wrenching primary as a much-hoped for spike in fundraiser Wednesday night, spent, two to one, three to one. uncharacteristically quiet when had any chance of winning the.
outcome Tuesday in which she Internet fundraising didn't mate- expected to yield about four to one, even five to one, but asked whether she should sol- nomination.
"That's not for me to judge."
was routed in North ('arolina rialize after Tuesday's results. $500.0(M. She has a Mother's we have been able to battle dier on.
"It's her decision to make and Reid said.
and barely won After winning Pennsylvania Day fundraiser scheduled with back.
Indiana.
Clinton made a
hastily scheduled trip to
West Virginia
to show het
determination
to fight on. The
state holds a
primary next
Clinton
Tuesday.
"I'm so happy to be here in
West Virginia and excited about
the next week as we campaign
here in this beautiful state about
iur country's future,- Clinton
old an audience at Shepherd
niversity.
'Blooms June to September
'Great in containers
She planned to return to the
*Sun or partial sun
frost
first
until
*Blooms
te Thursday, then fly to South
4' pot
akota and Oregon, which also
*Great for borders
Annual Hanging Basket
Assorted Annuals
ve upcoming contests.
'Shades of red, pink. salnion. coral. blue purple white,
•Annual .1.iVide range
*Easy to grow
Also Wednesday, aides discream and yellow (Petunias shown t #90639
of flower colors
sed that Clinton had lent her
(Impatiens shown) 1193432
paign $6.4 million since
-April, on top of a separate
10
illion loan in February. She
L,41 INC 111
tributed $5 million on April
It $1 million on May I and
$425,(XX) on May 5.
,
41.`10,4 .444,
Spokesman Howard Wolfson
id the New York senator made
e investment to keep pace with
bama, who has shattered all
ndraising records and vastly
tspent her in recent contests.
wIth each ptirrha
e loan also reinforced her
lief that the campaign must
ore*
VALUE!
ontinue, Wolfson said, suggestMtn
ing she would be willing to
spend more of her own wealth if
Via mail,rebate Single-receipt purchase of $.50 or
was Two 16 oz
mons ocludes subscnphon to Cottage Living'. Coastal
necessary.
$1497 Bottles
or Heath, Offer valid now through 5/11/06
'This is a sign of her commitLiquaFeed Starter Pack #233859
See store for details
ment to this race, her commit$10.97
4-Pack All Purpose Plant Food Refill #233865
ment to this process and her
commitment to ensure the voices of her supporters arc heard,Wolfson said.
if paid `," /6)11111
Tuesday's
Nonetheless,
, 4 illy
17
' results drastically reshaped the
(If $209
t• made kot yui,
dynamic of the campaign. posiDKR Caul
towe's
tioning Obama as the all-butsmut 11/111)18
certain nominee and casting
See stow, below 01
linton as a dogged but deluded
loves coin to; details
.also-ran. At least one pronnnent
Democrat. Clinton supporter
and former South Dakota Sen.
George McGovern. called on
Clinton to quit the race. Others
held back, allowing her to assess
VALUE!
the landscape and draw her own
conclusion about how to proceed.
But at a news conference in
West Virginia, the former first
*adltional Porch Rocker
lady showed no sign of going
•Whrte or black
anywhere. "I'm staying in this
0227591, 1243813
race until there's a nominee.'
she declared.
Clinton barely mentioned
VALUE!
°banal but insisted, as she has
throughout the race, that she
would be the stronger candidate
111111
John
Republican
against
Includes in-stock
McCain. While Obama has run
asia
alipsei.
and Special Order
—
strongest among blacks, college
12-Pack Metal
Discount taken at register
All
111111
4
educated and younger voters
Offer veld 5/4/08 5/11 ,J6
Solar Accent Lighting Set
See store for details
•Araiquis copper finish or bronze #282818. 282822
and has produced record turnout
among all three groups. Clinton
pointed to her own strength
among Hispanics and white.
working-class voters, especially
women She noted they are the
swing voters Democrats need to
win a general election.
"What we have not been able
to count on in the last elections
are the voters that I'm getting."
she said.
Wolfson and chief strategist
or get one room
Geoff Garin echoed that arguVIA MAR IN REBAfE
installed tor $159'
ment in a conference call with
'
Guaranteed
reporters. They also described a
ode
scenario they said would keep
her candidacy alive, including
delivery of carpet and pad
resolving disputed primaries in
Florida and Michigan. Clinton
le basic furniture moving
won both contests but the results
tei carpet & pad tear-out
were voided because their timing violated Democratic Party
?_'1 carpet & pad haul away
rules.
basic installation of
But Clinton's team acknowlcarpet & pad
edged that even if both states'
delegations were seated, she
when you purchase any in-stock or special
Free basic dishwasher netallation swift villh
At I owe's. our $199 basic carpet
would still not close the gap
order High Efficiency Whirlpool mune,and
pintas of any dlinaellor laced $491 or raore
installaton is available on Special
matching Dryer pair Offer ,ntiod 5/8/08
with (Mama, who leads Clinton
emote tree and dem.we sooksil.0105
Order carpet every day and includes
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King, center) are Chastin Sheppard, Roman Kelly, Jones,
pictured at left with Joshua Aaron Jones (2008 Prom
Shelby
KING & QUEEN OF 'PARIS': Murray High's 2008 Prom King Court Attendees
center), are Claire Pitman, All Adams, McAlhster,
Queen,
Prom
(2008
McAllister
Katie
pictured at right with
Keaton Tate and Adam Peebles. The 2008 Prom Queen Court Attendees
Blalock and Leah Diehlman.

Green, Robertson are Outstanding Seniors at Murray State
MSU News Bureau
Two students from the
Purchase area of Kentucky have
been named Outstanding Senior
Man and Woman at Murray
State University. LeeAnna
Michell Green of Mayfield and
prian Gould Robertson of
Murray will represent the graduating class of May 2008 as they
are recognized at the Spring
ZOOS Commencement and
on
Ceremony
Investiture
Saturday. May 10 at the
egional Special Events Center.
Poth outstanding seniors will be
Inducted as life members of Hart
College upon graduation.
LeeAnna's parents are Larry
and Pamela Green of Mayfield.
She will receive the Bachelor of
wience in Business degree with
im area in accounting and a
tninor in Spanish. Green has
compiled a grade point average
M 3.9 out of 4.0 and will gradual' lialataa cum tau& with an
ancia4Aploma.
. Green is a Presidential
Scholar and member of the
Iklational and MSU Dean's Lists.

f

r

She has been selected to Who's
Who in American Colleges and
Universities and was chosen
Miss Murray State University
for 2005-06. She is a member of
the Honors Progiana at MSU,
Beta Alpha Psi accounting
honor society. Beta Gamma
Sigma business honor society,
Order of Omega and Gamma
Sigma Alpha Greek honor societies.
Green participated in the
KIIS Study Abroad program,
studying in Segovia, Spain. She
has served as a Summer
and
Orientation counselor
Student Ambassador, and been
Student
the
in
active
Government Association and
Alpha Gamma Delta social
sorority.
Her future plans include
working at Ernst and Young in
Nashville. Tenn., where she has
spent the"'summers working on
an inawailaip- and serving as a
memblie..- of the Summer
Leadership Program in the area
of assurance and advisory business services.

Brian is the son of Paul and
Becky Robertson of Murray. He
will graduate summa cum laude
with a 3.87 GPA. Robertson will
receive the Bachelor of Science
degree in chemistry with minors
in finance and mathematics.
Robertson has earned recognition on the National and
Murray State Dean's Lists. He
has held leadership positions in
the Pi Mu Epsilon honorary
mathematics society and the
Euclidean Math Club. He is the
founder and officer of the water
ski team at Murray State and is a
member of the MSU men's soccer team. He also holds membership in Gamma Sigma
Epsilon and Phi Kappa Phi
honor societies. Gamma Sigma
Alpha Greek honor society, and
Alpha Sigma Phi social fraternity.
Named to Who's Who
ts in American
Unieersiiies,
'SW been 'involved
with many conununity service
projects such as Big Brothers
Big Sisters and Habitat for

StnIz

Humanity. He has traveled
across the United States on mission trips serving the homeless
and working on construction
crews

His career-related experience
includes serving as a student
researcher in Murray State's
department of economics and
finance, conducting research on
key economic and finance projects, and in the department of
chemistry where he constructed
computer models of protein systems. Following graduation,
Robertson plans to secure a
position in finance, specifically
pertaining to equities and/or
commodities.
Spring
2008
The
Corrunericement and Investiture
Ceremony will begin at 10 a.m.
on Saturday at the Regional
Spatial Events CastAStref.
information about twonla:tor.
rounaitig the upcornit too:dilation can be found online at
ww w.murra state.edu

Leanne Grim Ieitsis Robertson
Orbiatillog Seniors at Marra,Stale Wirer*
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HORSE RACING ROUNDUP

uted crowds return to races after tragedy
QUESTIONS LINGER AT CHURCHILL DOWNS,BUT RACING CONTINUES AMID CONTROVERSY
y WILL GRAVES
PP Sports Writer
f LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — Frank
Daniels stood outside the paddock at
hurchill Downs on Wednesday, thinks about the first race of the day while
atching a rebroadcast of the Kentucky
thy on a big screen.
Daniels is a racing fan who's been
oming to Churchill Downs for 35
sears. His eyes stayed fixed as Big
town surged to victory. A split second
ter, filly Eight Belles followed, storming to the finish 4 3/4 lengths behind
but well ahead of the remaining 18
colts.
"She didn't look hurt, did she,"
Daniels said. "That's a strong-looking

horse right there."
What the replay didn't show and
what no one could have guessed as she
lunged for the wire under jockey
Gabriel Saez was that Eight Belles
would be dead a quarter-mile later after
breaking both of her front legs as she
galloped out.
She quickly was eutkanized on the
track, tempering Big Brown's dominant
win and raising questions on everything
from the safety of the cliit at Churchill
Downs to whether Saez abused Eight
Belles with his whip in the dash to the
wire.
Daniels rolls his eyes at the controversy. He's seen a lot of racing and a
handful of injured horses put down on

the track. He considers what happened
to Eight Belles an accident.
"It was just a freak thing," he said.
"When you have people like (veterinarian) Larry Bramlage saying they've
never seen anything like that in their
career, it just shows you how odd it
really is."
While saddened by Eight Belles'
tragic end and empathetic for trainer
Larry Jones --- himself a Kentuckian —
many patrons said the furor over her
death is overblown.
"It wasn't the track; it wasn't the
breeding," Brian Johnston said. "It was
a fluke. The people who are talking are
people who don't watch it all year. Tnis
is a part of racing. If they want to try

ROCKIES 4,
CARDINALS 3

and make it safer, I'm all for it, but this
wasn't anybody's fault."
Though the Kentucky Derby
Museum has received a handful of letters and a flower arrangement in support of Eight Belles, there hasn't been
the kind of overwhelming response to
her death that accompanied 2006
Kentucky Derby winner Barbaro's
injury in the Preakness.
The fans at Churchill Downs on
Wednesday already appeared to have
moved on. There wasn't an Eight Belles
hat or pin to be seen in the modest
crowd of a few thousand, though there
were more than a few Big Brown hats
scattered about the grandstand.
Barbaro's remains will be buried

outside Gate 1 at Churchill Downs.,
Plans to honor Eight Belles at the track
have not been completed with owner
Rick Porter, spokesman Darrell Rogers
said. The track is forwarding most of its:
well-wishes to Delaware Park in:
Wilmington. Del., at Jones' request.
The Derby museum is passing along
cards to Fox Hill Farms in Lexington,
which is owned by Porter.
"She really touched a lot of people,
think, because she's a filly,- museum
spokeswoman Wendy Treinen said
"But with Barbaro, he had eight months'
after he was hurt where his battle was
chronicled. This was just so sudden."
While the questions will linger, the:
racing will go on.
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APR is A-OK at MSU
DAVID ZALUBOWSKI / AP

hns lannetta follows the flight of his
triple off St. Louis reliever Jason
ringhausen in the eighth inning of
odates/ 4-3 violnatilidnesday in

Roche
Rally
8TH INNING TRIPLE
FROM IANNETTA
LEADS COLORADO
PAST CARDINALS
DENVER (AP) --- The Rocktober
magic returned to Coors Field at least for a
Chris lannetta tripled home two runs off
Jason Isringhausen to cap a four-run
eighth-inning rally and carry the slumping
:Colorado Rockies past the stunned St.
Louis Cardinals 4-3 on Wednesday night.
• After managing just four hits off Adam
*ainwnght in seven innings, the downtrodden defenders of the NI pennant rallied against St. Louis' brilliant bullpen to
:win for just the fourth time in 17 games.
: "A win like this is huge for us because
It's just one of those friendly reminders that
:we are a good enough team to come back,yan Spilborghs said. "It's a nice reminder
;for us to just see that
; And to finally he able to reminiscence
'over last year's 21-1 run-up to the World
Nenes when the Rockies could do no
;wrong, late rallies were the norm, clutch
}Offing was contagious and good pitching
!was rewarded.
Omar Quintanilla started the rally by
singling off Kyle McClellan with one out,
And Man Holliday tripled him home. Leff
hander Randy Flores came an and got Todd
lielton to fly out to third before Garrett
:Atkins drew a walk after his high foul fell
harmlessly to the dirt when first baseman
Albert Purls tried to harehand it as it drifted back into the field.
• "It's a play he should have made,"
'cardinals manager Tony La Russa said.
; Instead. Isringhausen (1-3) had to come
:in earlier than the C'ardinals would have
iiked. and he allowed Spilborghs' pinch-hit
12.B1 single after fighting off a hunch of
pitches. Iannetta. making his fourth straight
tart behind the plate in place .4 Yorvit
.Torrealha, sliced a triple into the r ght-field
:
corner on the first pitch he saw, a sinker
down and away.
"We've been really close and hopefully
this pushes us over the edge and gets us
!going,- said lannetta, who is hitting .353, a
taark contrast to last year, when he hit just
:.218. earning a demotion to the minors.
lannetta is at a loss to explain the difference.
MI See
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MICHAEL DANN ,' Ledger A Tepee

Despite a jump in their APR report the MSU football team still lost 6.2 scholarships. However, MSU AD Alien Ward expects that number to dwindle under the Matt Griffin regime in the coming years

MSU FOOTBALL APR SCORE SHOWS IMPROVEMENT; OTHER PROGRAMS FARE WELL
By MICHAEL DANN
Sports Editor
NCAA president Myles Brand
viewed the Division I Academic
Progress Rate Report as a sign of
progress, even though there was a
slight hiccup in terms of one sport an
particular: men's hasketball.
After the APR Report was released
Tuesday, the biggest alarm for Brand
was the listing of 26 teams which now
face additional reductions in practice
time and scholarships while finding
themselves on the brink of a possible
postseason ban because of consistently poor APR scores.
However, that's not the case at
Murray State and in fact, as athletic
director Allen Ward viewed the APR

Report. there was cause for celebration.
The NCAA target score for each
sport is 925 out of a possible 1.00)
points.
Of MSIJ's 15 programs. II of
them scored higher than the proposed
target score.
One sport affected the most by the
APR was the university's football
program, which despite a raise in
APR, will still lose 6.2 scholarships.
However, it's not because the football program is doing anything
wrong. They're actually improving.
But because, for the first year. the
NCAA is taking the last four years
and making a multi-year APR, Racer
football is still "digging itself out of a

uthderbreabely tor Es,
we're i dean
INstarkal deb diet
we're tryleg te dig ourselves NA O."
— Mee Wait
hole" from the Joe Pannunzio era.
Ward said.
"Overall, our scores were very
good: he said. "I know what's getting the most press is the penalties
that football is receiving. But football
actually had an exceptional score this
year"
Ward cited that given the NCAA is
looking at a track record dating back
to 2003-04, -There was quite a hole
that was dug. And then it was dug a

little deeper in 04-05. And it just takel
us a while to get out of it. Mart
where we are."
The football team's APR numbet
this year was 958, up from the score,
of 829 a year ago. giving them
multi-year APR for this season ot
874. Ward said if that's not the largest
increase in the country, it's one ot
them.
"We're heading in the nght direction.- he said.
He said the football program is
doing so by a change in recruiting
philosophy and all that credit goes to
Matt Griffin, who began his stint at
head coach in 2(X)6.
"Unfortunately for us, we're still
II See

APR. 26

Carter, George honored at
season-ending banquet
WHITAKER ALSO RECOGNIZED FOR 23 YEARS OF SERVICE
By MSU Sports Information
The Murray State men's basketball team held
their season-ending awards ceremony Tuesday
in the Murray Room of the Regional Special
Events Center.
Departing seniors Bruce Carter and Ray
George were honored.
Carter was an All-Ohio Valley Conference
First Team selection. The Detroit, Mich, native
was the eighth leading scorer in the OVC with
14.5 points per game, and the league's 14th hest
rebounder with 5.6 per game. Carter had a streak
of 20 straight games with double-figure scoring
George scored 7.8 points per game and
dished out 2.2 assists per game. He caine on

strong in the final three games of the season to
score 16.3 points per game including a careerhigh 25 in the Racers' OVC Tournament semifinal game against Tennessee State. Even
though he played guard, George was second on
the MSU team in blocked shots.
Kevin Thomas received the MSU Bennie
Purcell Assist Award after giving out 136 last
season. Thomas was fifth in the league with 4.53
assists per game and ranked sixth in the OVC in
assist/turnover ratio.
Tyler Holloway was named as the winner of
the Howie Crittenden Free Throw award He hit
.855(53-62)from the line to lead the Racers and
•See BANQUET,28
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Murray State seniors Bruce Carter (left) and Ray
George with their framed Jerseys that were given to
them at the season-ending awards night.
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MAJOR LEAGE BAESBALL SCOREBOARD

MSU Sports Information
MSU's graduating seniors were honored at the SAAC awards night at the Curris Center. The seniors will be part of the Murray
State spring graduation ceremony Saturday at the Regional Special Events Center.

SAAC holds season-ending banquet
By MSU Sports Information
The Murray State Student-Athlete
Advisory Council held its season-ending
awards banquet in which graduating seniors
were honored and several other awards were
handed out.
Ashley Hayes and Nick Newcomb were
named Female and Male Athlete of the Year.
Hayes helped the MSU women's basketball team to a record-setting season that
ended with the Racers making their first
appearance in the NCAA Tournament. She
was also named the OVC Player of the Year.
Other nominees for the award were
Shameka Dial and Katelyn Jones of the
Mal track & field team.
Newcomb became the 10th Murray State
student-athlete to win the OVC men's golf
individual title when he fired a final round
two-under par 70 at the Country Club of
Paducah. Newcomb made a hole-in-one .in
the final round on his way to the champi-

Championship. The award is called Four
onship.
Other nominees for the award were Jeff Years-Two Goals, those being the desire to
Ehrhardt (football) and Cameron Hicks graduate and to win a league title.
(title).
Recipients were: Angela Brown, Alaina
Murray State rifle coach Alan Lollar was Lee and Gerraca Matthews from women's
named the Coach of the Year. Lollar spent basketball and Dominique Robinson from
last season as interim coach and was recent- track & field.
ly named permanent head coach of the proGraduating seniors were also given a
gram that produced one NRA All-America navy and gold stole to wear when they walk
selection 'and two qualifiers for the NCAA in the graduation ceremony. These graduates
Tournament last season.
included: Ray George, Shaleea Petty, Alaina
The Racer Spirit Awards were given to Lee, Gerraca Matthews, Erica Gordian (basRebekah Clay of MSU soccer and Nick ketball), Alaina Zanin (cross country, track),
Ksiezopolski of MSU tennis. Other nomi- Jay Burgett, Cody Morehead, Lee
nees for the award were Anna Brown (row- McGinnis, Ben Rush, Madison Taylor,
ing). Alaina Lee (women's basketball), Nathan Williams (football), Jerry Price
Laura Schroeder (track & field), Quenton (golf), Cameron Hicks (rifle), Anna Brown,
Hankins (football 1 and Tyler Holloway (bas- Karen Delaney, Laura Graham, Colleen
ketball).
Rice, Jenna Kirkpatrick (rowing), Chris
Special recognition was also given to Horton, Nick Ksiezopolski, Yuri Pompeu
those student-athletes who are graduating (tennis), Dominque Robinson, Laura
this week and have won an OVC Schroeder (track).
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Three's A Crowd Pleaser
VOTTO LEADS REDS'POWER SURGE

TONY TRIBBLE AP
Ji2tqSt \FORD (19) is congratulated after
hittiect his third home run of the game
iWednesday against Chicago.

By The Associated Press
Joey Votto and his
Cincinnati teammates made
like the Big Red Machine
and the Colorado Rockies
found
some
of
that
Rocktober magic for one of
the few times this season.
Votto hit three of
Cincinnati's seven home

runs, four came in one
inning off Chicago starter
Jon Lieber, and the Reds
beat the Cubs 9-0 at home oti
Wednesday.
On a wet, windy afternoon at Great American
Ballpark, the home run was
everything
Votto started a four-

Mon., May 12th
6:00 pm
in Paducah, Ky
at
Brooks Stadium

homer second inning off
Lieber(2-2), making his first
start of the season. Adam
Dunn and Paul Bako also
had solo shots, and Jerry
Hairston Jr.'s two-run homer
completed the rally.
Lieber joined Phil Norton
as the only Cubs pitchers to
allow four homers in an
inning.
"It just happened so fast,"
said Lieber, who had never
given up more than three in a
game. "You try and regroup,
and it just didn't happen.
Basically. (pitches were)
across the middle of the
plate. I'm the kind of pitcher
that's not going to get away
with stuff like that.In other NL games it was.
New York 12, Los Angeles
1 Atlanta 5, San Diego 2;
Pittsburgh 3. San Francisco
I: Florida 6, Milwaukee 2:
Houston 4, Washington 3;
and Philadelphia 5. Arizona
4.
In Cincinnati, Brandon
Phillips and Votto had backto-back solo homers off Sean
Marshall in the fifth, with
Votto sending a fastball into
the Reds' bullpen in center.
An inning later, Votto
went to the opposite field on
a fastball from Sean
Gallagher, a two-run homer
that left him with seven for
the season.
Given a chance to try for
a fourth. Votto grounded out
in the eighth against Michael
Wuertz.
"I'm not going to lie: It
was in the back of my head."
Votto said. "I thought if I got
a good swing on a good
pitch. I had a chance to do
some good. In games like
this, you don't know why it
happens. You just go with
the flow, and that's what I
did."
The seven homers were
Cincinnati's most since it hit
an NL-record nine at
Philadelphia on Sept. 4.
1999. Votto became the 23rd
Reds player to hit three in a
game, the first since Aaron
Boone on May 8, 2003.

American League Standings
Al! Times CDT
East Division
W
L Pet GB
—
Boston
22 146t1
17 165t5 3t/2
Tampa Bay
17 18 486 4 1/2
New York
17 18 486 41/2
Toronto
5
Baltimore
16 18 471
Division
Central
L Pct GB
W
17 15531
—
Minnesota
16 17 485 1 1/2
Cleveland
Chicago
IS 17 469
2
Kansas City
15 18 455 21/2
Detroit
15 20 429 31/2
West Division
W
L Pct GB
—
22 14 611
Los Angeles
—
Oakland
22 14 611
15 20 429 6 1/2
Texas
14 21 400 7 1/2
Seattle

Thursday's Games
Cleveland at N V Yankees. 12 05 p m
Minnesota at Chicago White Sos 1 05
pm
Boston at Detroit. 6:05 p.m.
Tampa Bay at Toronto, 6.07 p.m
Baltimore at Kansas City, 7:10 p.m.
Texas at Seattle, 9 10 p.m.
Fridays Games
N.Y Yankees (igawa 0-01 at Detroit
(Rogers 2-3), 605 p m
Toronto (Halladay 3-4) at Cleveland
(Sabathia I-5), 6:05 pm
L.A Angels (Garland 4-3) at Tampa Bay
(Shields 3-2), 6:10 p m
Oakland (Smith 2-1) at Texas (Feldman
0-1), 7-05 p.m
Boston (Lester 2-2) at Minnesota
(Bonser 2-4). 710 p m
Baltimore (Trachsel 1-4) at Kansas City
(Meche 2-4), 710 p.m
Chicago White Sox (Contreras 2-3) at
Seattle (Silva 3-1). 910 p.m
Saturday's Games
NY Yankees at Detroit, 240 p.m.
Toronto at Cleveland, 6:05 p.m.
L A Angels at Tampa Bay, 6.10 p.m
Boston at Minnesota, 6:10 pm
Baltimore a! Kansas City. 6:10 p.m
Oakland at Texas. 705 p in
Chicago White Sox at Seattle, 9:10
P
Sunday's Games
NY Yankees at Detroit, 12 05 p.m.
Toronto al Cleveland, 12 05 p m.
L.A Angels at Tampa Bay, 1240 p.m.
Baltimore at Kansas City, 1 10 p.m.
Oakland at Texas, 205 p
Chicago Wilde Sox at Seattle. 3.10
pm
Boston at Minnesota. 705 p m

Thursday -a Games
San Francisco at Pittsburgh. 11'35 a.m
Diego
at Atlanta. 12 p m.
San
St Louis at Colorado. 205 pm.
Philadelphia at Arizona. 2:40 p.m.
Milwaukee at Florida, 610 p m.
Washington at Houston. 705 pm
Friday's Games
Arizona (Haren 4-1) al Chicago Cubs
(Lilly 2-4). 120 pm
Atlanta (Glavine 0-1) at Pittsburgh
(Snell 2-2), 605 p.m
Cincinnati (Belisle I-2) at NY Mets
(Pellrey 2-2), 6 10 p m
Florida (Nolasco 1-3) at Washington
(Chico 0-5). 6-35 p m
St Louis (Wellemeyet 3-1) at
Milwaukee (Parra 1-2). 7 05 p.m
Colorado (Cook 5-1) at San Diego
(Peony 4-1). 9 05 p m
Philadelphia (Harnels 3-3) at San
Francisco (Misch 0-0), 915 pm
Houston (Moehler 0-0) at L.A Dodgers
(Lowe 2-2). 940 p in

From Page 1B
"No, same old stuff. In all
honesty, there's no magic potion
or solution or equation that's getting me results,- lannetta said.
"Sometimes it happens in baseball, sometimes it doesn't. I just
go out there and play every day
and eventually it's going to come
around."
In the visitors' clubhouse,
Pujols, who helped St. Louis win
the series opener by scoring from
second base on a slow-rolling
groundout, felt like the goat for
misplaying Atkins' foul ball that
would have preserved St. Louis'
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Saturdays Games
Cincinnati at NV Mets. 12 10 p m
Arizona at Chicago Cubs. 240 p.m.
Si. Louis at Milwaukee. 240 p.m.
Philadelphia at San Francisco. aos
p.m
Atlanta at Pittsburgh, 6.05 p.m.
Florida at Washington, 6:10 p.m.
Colorado al San Diego, 905 p.m.
Houston at L A Dodgers, 9:10 pm
Sunday's Gsmes
Cincinnati at N V Nets. 12 10 p m
Atlanta at Pittsburgh, 12 35 p.m
Florida at Washington, 12-35 p in
St Louis at Milwaukee, 1.05 pm
Anzona at Chicago Cubs. 1 20 p in
Colorado at San Diego. 305 pm
Pluladelphia at San Francisco, 305
Pm
HOUSIOI1 at L A Dodgers. 3 10 p m
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•Cards
3-1 lead in the eighth.
As soon as that ball was hit, I
knew it was in the stands.- Pujols
said. "I tried to get there as soon
as I could and hopefully get close
to the wall and reach for it. The
ball came back. It was a tough
break
He also lamented all the runners he left on base.
"I had a tough night at the
plate. I came back in the ninth
and probably hit the hardest hall
hit in three weeks,- PujoIs said.
"I wanted an opportunity to make
up for the mistake. This game
keeps you humble."
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"They're looking at the
From Pegs 1B
dealing with historical data that multi-year. four-year wort.
we're trying to dig ourselves out now.- he said. "We've had one.
of." Ward said. "At no fault of good year and three bad yeariz:
Coach Griffin's. He's the one Next year, we're anticipating
responsible for the better scores. two good years, two bad years.
But unfortunately we inhented a At some point, we will receive
couple of things from the previ- the relief that we need and he
ous staff and are having penal- right back to where we started. II
ties assessed at no fault of the just takes time and I knew that
when I first took this job."
current staff."
As for other men's sports,
Ward admitted that while the
multi-year football score looks golf had the best APR score at
bad, the school is actually MSU with a 989, followed by
receiving some relief from the tennis (988), basketball (935k
NCAA because of the program's baseball (W)8). football (8741
and cross country (843).
improvement.
On the women's side, tennts
"We went through an appeals
process and had to go through had the top score with a 992, folconference calls and when we lowed by rowing (985), volley showed them our academic ball (9851. golf (975), soccer
recovery plan and our improve- (973), cross country (961), basment in our scores and every- ketball (942), outdoor track
thing we're doing. they actually (932) and indoor track (924).
Rifle, which is a co-ed spoil.
provided us some relief off of
what should have been our had a multi-year APR scare o/
penalty,- he said. "I think that 962.
shows the positive trend as far as
where we are going."
As for the loss of scholarships, Ward said it does not
effect them this year, as they
were in the same boat last year
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From Page 1E1
had a streak of 19 straight in the
middle of the season.
Danero Thomas received the
Garrett Beshear Defense Award.
Cheryl Whitaker, long time
secretary for Mal Basketball
was recognized for her years of
service. Affectionately known as
"Miss Whit", she served under
SI% MSU head coaches over 23

National League Standings
All Times CO1
East Division
W
L Pet GB
19 14 576
Floncla
20 15.571
—
Philadelphia
17 15 531 1 1/2
Atlanta
17 15 531 11/2
New York
14 204t2 51/2
Washington
Central Division
W
L Pei GB
22 13 629
-St Louis
19 15 559 21/2
Chicago
15 16 529 31:2
Houston
16 17 485
5
Milwaukee
14 19 424
7
Pittsburgh
14 21 400
8
Cincinnati
Weal Division
W
L Pct GB
22 12 647
Arizona
19 t5559
3
Los Angeles
14 204t2
8
San Francisco
13 21 382
9
Colorado
12 22 353
10
San Diego

years. During Cheryl's tenure,
she was part of 438 victories,
and 13 of MSU's 20 regular season OVC titles, plus II of 13
trips to the NCAA Tournament
As a team, the Racers finished 18-13, their 21st consecutive winning season. which is
tied for the fifth-best streak in
the nation.

NBA BASKETBALL
6 p.m.
ESPN - Playoffs conference sernds
nals game 2 Cleveland at Boston
1330 p.m.
ESPN - Playoffs conference semihnals game 3 New Orleans at San
Antonio
NHL HOCKEY
6:30 p.m.
VERSUS -- Playoffs conference
finals game 1 Dallas at Detroit
SOCCER
6:30 p.m
ESPN2
MLS Chicago at D C
Unded
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ADJUSTMENTS
Advedisers are requested to ctieek
the fest Insertion of their ads for any
error Murray Leeger 8 Times will be

indIngs

responsible for only one incorrect
insertion Any error should be roport-

Pet GB
$ 576 5.571
531 1 1/2
5 531 11/2
)412 51/2

&I immediately SO corrections CaT.
be made

.Pei GB
$629
-i 559 2 1/2
5 529 3 1/2
7 485
5
7
5 424
'400
8

Pet
647
5 559
)412
1 382
? 353

:ago Cubs
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I Y Mets

ishington

at
5p
s Diego

at San
pm
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10 p.m
$40 p.m
0 p.m
rico. 305

p.m.
p.m.
15 pm.
110
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tOpm
i p.m
35 p m
pm
120 pm
pm
sop, 306

HAZEL SPRING TRASH PICK UP
MAY 12, 13, AND 14
A. in previous pick ups, all Mama roust be placed
along the street in front of reenlential property not
more than 20 feet from the edge of the street. The
contractor will pick up the following, appliance.., furniture. scrap metal, bundled limbo; and brush, lawn
clippinge, etc The contractor will not pick up old
tires batteriee, hazardous waste of any kind, household garbage (food), used oil, etc. We advise you to
have your trash out for pick up by Monday since the
contractors will be picking it up in grids and we do
not know in what areas they will begin. Thie is an
annual service paid for from the general fund of the
City of Hazel. This service is provided to residential
property ONLY and is not meant to he a substitute
for regular household trash removal. tinniness and
induatrial waste is not included in thin pick up. This
service is provided only for residents located within
the city limits.
City of Hazel
492-8872

CORRECTION:
PUBLIC Ncvricz
A public hearing will be held by Calloway County at
Judicial Building on May 22, 2008 at 5,00 p.m for
the purpose of obtaining citizens comments regard-.
ing the poemble uses of the County Road Aid (CRAi
and Local Ennio:nu Asoistance LGEA)Funds
All interented persons in Calloway County are invited ti the hearmg to submit verbal or written comments on possible uses of the CRA or LGEA Funds
Larry Elki.
County Judge/Executive

PUBLIC NOTICE

110pm

The Calloway County Focal Court will hold a public
heyrina on Thursday. May 22nd, 2008 et 6 wrri. at
the Judicial Building located at 312 North 4th
Street to review, request from Jerry Key to close .4
portion of Hummingbird lane.

all was hit, I
nds.- Pujols
lerr as soon
Ily get close
for it. The
las a tough

All intereated persons are invited to attend and participate in this meeting or rend written comments
pnor to meeting to the County Judge's Office, 101
South 5th Street, Murray. Ky
If further information is needed, please contact the
Calloway County Judge Executive's office at 270753-2920
Lorry Elkins, Calloway County Judge Executive
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Lot* For 11101
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1011/08
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illoSorcycles & ATVS
Auto Pens
Sport Utility MIMI.
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Used Trucks
Campers
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$8.25 Column Inch, OP; Discount 2nd Run,
447'.. Discount 3rd Run.
(All 3 Ad, Ali& Run Within 6 Day Period
$3.35 per column inch extra for Monday (Shopping Guide)

Tuesday
Widresday
Thundty

$8.25 First Day -20 words or less- Over 20 words $.50 each
Additional Consecutive Days,$.12 per word per day.
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Wanted

Lime
Warm

3
8
9
10
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Fenn Equipuranr
Heavy Equipmerri
Sports Equipment
Firewood
Marcel
Mobilo Homo Lacs Co. Sets
MOWN NOM.For Saes
&WPM Mont. For Mom
Yobbo Horne Lots for ewe
00500.0 00.0.1.
Aperrnents For Bern
Room rot Rent
Homes For Rent
abrade Rentals
Commerciet Property
Psis a Suaciew
uneetor.0 Yawn*.
Public Sale
Land For Perot Si Lessee

To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Jill Stephens or Ashley Moths
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.-Office Hours: Monday-Friday 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m. • Fax: 753-1927
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PUBLIC NOTICE
The Calloway County Fiscal Court will hold a public
hearing on Thuraday. May 22nd, 2008 at 5 p m at
the Judicial Building located at 312 North 4th
,Street to review a requent from Walter and Dorothy
French Jr Si CIOPY Stubblefield Circle
All intrronted persons are invited to attend and par.
ocipate in this nieeung or mend written comments
prior to meeting to the County Judge's Office, 10i
South 5th Street. Murray, Ky
If further information is needed, please contact the
Calloway County Judge Executive, office at 270753-2920

ADVERTISING SALES
The Murray Ledger & Times is currently
accepting resumes for the position of
Sales
Representative.
Advertising
Responsibilities for this position include servicing established accounts, developing advertising plans and developing new accounts in
Murray and surrounding areas. You must enjoy
working with the public and be self-motivated.
Prior sales experience is required. Degree in
Advertising. Marketing, or Public Relations
preferred, but not required. Salary will be
based on education and sales experience.
Paid holidays and vacation, health and dental
plans, salary plus commission, are all part of
an excellent benefit package.

Advertising Sales Position
Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040-Z
Murray, KY 42071
An Equal Opportunity Employer

R9TECH

HEALTHCARE INC
We Care About Patient Care

After Hours Call Center is now hiring for
PART-TIME Patient Care Coordinators.
PCCs are responsible for processing incoming calls from patients and locations dunng
non-business hours Experience in medical
field and administrative record management
preferred, but not required. Strong customer
service background preferred Part time
hours of 20 to 30 hours per week will be
scheduled during evenings nights and weekends
Pulmo Dose Call Center is now hiring for
Patient Service Representatives. PSRs
are responsible for contacting all assigned
patients nionthly, taking patient orders. ..rarity.
ing patient information, and placing the order
in a timely manner. Expenence in rnedical
field and administrative record management
preferred, but not required. Strong customer
service background preferred. Hours will be
Monday - Fnday Barn to Spin
All positions require minimum educational
background of high school diploma or GED
equivalent.
Please deliver or mail your resume to
120 Max Hurt Onve Murray, KY
or email to resume pulmodose rotech.com.
We are MI Equal Opportunity Employer

Larry Elkins, Calloway County Judge Executive
Therapist

I I I: II II I I II 1 1 k \
The Walker FaM111 Noilid like to thank
thefriends, netghbors. and co-workers of
Ray Walker for their support, and
prayers through this difficult time. Wefelt
proud hearing about all the peoples lives
Ray had touched. We feel that all of you
Stair shared a loss as well.
We would also like to thank the Murray
Calloway County Hospital and the J.H.
.i Churchill Funeral Home
Brother and Sisters of Ray Walker

I

needed fires Tberapeutis Foster Cart Agency
Most have a Master's degree in a human services
along with a valid Mental Health Practitioner's
License job duties include but are not limited to
providing individual therapy. providing group there
py, participating in treatment planning. maintaining
documentation related to therapy sessions, and con
suiting with foster parents regarding behaviors ot
youth Alary will he based on experience and s re
dennals Our employee bench: package offers the
opportunity to participate in medisal. dental, vision
and hie insurance. 40Ik and cafeteria plan
Resumes should be submitted to the attention at
Rhonda Riley by fax 27041116-1187 or by mail to
125 Vitale Nest Drive, Poducsh, KY 4299.3
ri ts an Egriul Opporranits Employer

110•••••

GlenDi Inc.
mowing
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THE Murray Ledger 8
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own nsk Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable. The Murray
Ledger 8 Times nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities

MURRAY, KY
Full/Part time drivers with a Class A COL
Must have a good driving record, 23 yrs of
age and 2 years expenence
Earn up to 41 pm
Good home time
Paid HolidaysiVacations
Health Ins and Retirement Plan
P11111541

DAY shift and night
shift driver opening.
Must have clean driving record for 3 years
and be dependable.
Apply at Pizza Pro 605
C South 121h. No
phone calls please!

DISCLAIMER
When accessing the
help wanted- section
on our classifieds
webpagc at
murrayledgercom,
you will be redirected
to jobnetwork.com.
By default,
Murray and local job
listings will appear on
this website
However, as a national
website, not all listings
on the jobnetworkeorn
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times. Please call
us if you have any
questions regiuding
the Murray area
job listings. Thank you

DO you lova working
with kids?
Wee Care Entorposes
may be lust the place
for you! Full time and
part time positions
available.
Apply at:
Wee Care
109 S. 15th St.
Murray, KY 42071
(270)753-5227
FULL OR PART time
housekeeping. Murray
Plaza Lodge. Apply in
person after 7:00PM
only.
FULL-TIME Customer
Support
Representatives needed CSRs provide
phone support for
PowerClaim line of
solutions 1 year college required
Health/life/dental
insurance. 18 paid
days off/year, retirement Email resumes
to candlce@powerclaim corn
FULL-TIME ciTekidiair
for
large
Murray
Church. Duties include
general cleaning and
maintenance
plus
sound system operations for church services Weekend hours,
heavy lifting and background
check are
required. Send resume
with references to,
Custodian, P.O. Box
1040-K. Murray, KY
42071.
JANITORIAL opening,
Murray area,
benefits
Fax
with
resume to 270-4440389

MILITARY HONORS
The Murray Ledger & Times is honoring
soldiers past and present with a salute to
our local military personnel.
You can participate by sending a photo of
your active-duty or veteran family member for inclusion in our military salute to
be displayed Monday. May 26th. For
only $10.00 per photo.(one person per
photo)

Submissions must be received
by Monday., May 19 at 3 p.m.

JB Burkeen
T-4 - US Army
3 years

MURRAY
LEDGERSTIMES
P.O Box 1040• Murray, KY 42071

Your Name:
,Address:
°Dame Phone 'Service Member's Name:
'Rank:

Branch of Service:

Number of Years Served -

1111114,„
0
LOCAL
Insurance
agency has opening
for a PT position. 15-20
hours per week Would
prefer student working
Associate
toward
Degree in business or
having business courses in high school. This
is a year around position. Send resume to
1040-A.
Box
PO
Murray, KY 42071.
NOW taking applications for all positions
and all shifts Apply
in person at Sonic
Drive-in, 217 S. 12th
St., Murray, KY. No
phone calls.
NURSE Practitioner tor
busy medical office.
Excellent benefits. No
weekends or holidays
Send
resumes
to
Pennyrile
Family
Physicians,
Attn.
Human
Resources,
1724 Kenton St.. Suite
KY
Hopkinsville.
2A.
42240.
OTR drivers needed
wages
Competitive
and benefits. Home
every 2 weeks. Must
have Class A CDC with
minimum 3 years OTR
Clean
experience
MVR.(800)468-6087
PAINTERS. Need a
rninimun 3 years painting experience for work
in Murray For interview
call 931-436-5353.
maintenance.
PT
View
Forrest
Cali
Apartments
between 2-4 pm. MonFri 270-753-1970

• • -NI_ U
S PEOPLE.k0P t.00A"If.ji0VERT.151N6 CAMP41GN
. MUST 81.FRIENDLY AND 010001140
,Will.frath, but sales. eimeneece'reCbromeibilert
SesdisIume to Prcitirsirions Pius •
42325 129)St 016r
Miur,31, KY OOP

cell 270459-5540

Monday thru Friday
9 AM - 4 PM
Also. needing
Owner Operators

41101

rfikvim---]
SECRETARY/BOOKK
EEF'ER, construction
and or trucking industry and plus. Send
resume to: P.O Box
816, Murray

SONIC of Murray
looking for experienced
Restaurant
Wringer. Pay rate
benefits will
and
depend on caponance. Please send
Ice
resume
Restaurant Manager,
1542 Caldwell Rd,
Murray, KY 42071,
SOUTH Eastern Book
has an opening in our
customer service
department Applicant
must have a positive
attitude, and an eaten
sive knowledge of the
Internet Job skills
required are: ability to
mufti-task, be a team
member, and follow
and execute directions. The rob rs a day
position Monday
Friday but during peak
times overtime and
weekends may be
required SEB offers a
competitive wage and
benefit package.
Please send resumes
to
buman.resourceeta so
legelssgen or mail to
PO Box 309 Murray
KY 42071. SEB is an
EOE.

If you would like a
weekly house cleaning, please call me
(270)767-1636

MOM COMPUTERS
Service/Sales
Repairs/Upgrades
759.3556
Is Buy
ANTIQUES. Call Larry
753-3633
BUYING
Junk cars, trucks and
tractors 436-5235.
227-6004
BUYING old US Coin
collections. Paying
Blue Book value. 2936999
CASH paid for
good, used guns.
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S. 12th.
Murray.

Working couple seeks
full-time in-house sitter/nanny for 8 month
old baby Hours are
approximately
7:30AM-4:30PM
Monday-Fnday. Wage
is negotiable. If interested, please call 270293-4479 after 5PM.

rile Pre

20 Gallon Whiripuo
electric hot water tank
used one month, like
new in carton. 7591605
BOWFLEX ultimate 2
$1,000- 293-5662
BRAND new washer
and dryer, 2 year warranty $750 or best
offer Call 270-9781410
CONSEW commercial
sewing machine, like
Serger
new. $475
$125 See at Singers
into
For
call 436-5610
ETHAN Allen hutch, 4
ladder back chairs,
shower curtain 7535395
KR- Keith's Lawn and
Tractor Parts and
Service 759-9831

:virgrvivelpervq,
:MOM WILL LIVE IT
:erevirvirmir
Give her a subscription to the

Steven G Sacora.
CPA/CFP Firm seeks
CPA Benefits include
4-day work week.
Email resume to
stevaOsacora.corn
WORK from home!
Incorporated 500 company. No sales, not
mlm. (270)804-5648.

SCRAP
CARS
Ail

MURRAY

LEDGER &TIMES
1

Home Delivery
Local Mall
3 me.
3 mo.
-635.0
6 mo.
165.00
._563.116
6 tao
I yr.----UNA
$110.06
I yr.
Rest ot KY/TN
•Ihiclustso

I 3
6 mo.---$10.110
1 yr.----$126.00
I Check

All Other Mall
Subscriptions
3 me...--......$75.00
1 yr...-....-$145.80.1

Money Order

Visa

MA'

Name

Britthaven of Benton is currently
accepting applications for LPN's.

lINGO
Murray High
Booster Club
At Knights of Columbus,
Squire Rd
6PM on the
lot Sat of the month

CERTIFIED vet techni
cian to serve as Office
Manager tor busy
Clinic.
Veterinary
Please send resume to
Brookhaven
507
Mayfield, KY 42066

St. Address
City

Western
BEST
University Inn currently
hiring for desk position
part time night
and
audit and housekeeping. Apply in person.
CDL drivers, dump
trucks. 759-0501. 7531537

liiittrtki§?&
Britthaven of Benton now has a full-time position for an experienced cook for nursing home
environment. Must be able to work days, afterApply in person at
noons and weekends
Britthaven of Benton 2607 Main Street Benton,
.KY No phone calls please EOE/AAE

We also offer an excellent benefit
package. Must be licensed in the State
of Kentucky.
Apply in person at Britthaven of
Benton 2607 Main Street Hwy 641S
Benton, KY 42025

CLEANING houses. 20
years expenence. 270
759-9553

1 State

Mail this coupon with payment to:

HOME cleaning
services. 227-7129
clean
WILL
houses/offices. Please
call (270)293-5806

Zip

Daytime Ph.

Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071
(Sr call 1270) 753-1916
40
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Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments

ESTATE AUCTION
Saturday, May 10, 2008•10 a.m.
1160 locust l;nut. Road
From Murray, ki take Hwy. 121 South, folloa to locust Grote Road.
See auction signs.
l'he Estate of Mrs. Fay Margarett Jewell
Old tin door pie safe - two old chifferobes - 6 old trunks with trays in good
condition - table model & free standing radios - Primitive Plantation or
Harvest table - old sewing in woixl carrying case - also a treadle sewing
machine - old table w/6 chairs . china cabinet & buffet old chrome table &
chairs . dresser base with inlaid niarble & glove boxes with odd chest & van
rues - ether dresser bases - bookshelf and old lxioks - entertainment center high back rocker - bed side tables - lamp tables - nice table lamps - kerosene
lamp - vanity lamps - dressing table -cedar chest -cedar comer what not twin
bed - other odd beds - iron bed - odd chest & vanities - nice old pictures &
frames - coat rack - bed and chest - old straight chairs- wood boxes - old high
chair . baby bed - high hack rockers - old quilts - quilt tops- quilting frames oval braided rug - old library table - metal kitchen cabinets - glass door cabinet - old metal ice box - Primitive kitchen cabinets - old cream separator - old
cash register - Griswold meat grinder or sausage mill - Wagner iron skillet other iron skillets - old coffee percolator - wood handle dipper - stone pitchers
- Fire King dishes - black onyx piece - Moon Stone pieces - refrigerator bowl
- green preserve dish - lot of what not items - candy dishes - stem pieces Prestige china - brush gold bowl & juice glasses -frosted pieces - pickle & relish dishes - hen on nest - wheat straw pieces - lot of old glass & china - chalk
dog - Murray milk bottle - hand painted I s lamp - Goofus glass power dish recliner. sofa & love seat - collection of state shot glasses - silver plate Ilatware
- 2 portable cement mixers - Ready 100.L100 heater - 3 brick saws - gas meters
- wheel line trimmer - farm gates - horse drawn tools- rubber tired farm wagon
- 16' 2 axle bumper hitch trailer Many other items not listed.
Not responsiblefat accidentA. Lunch available

Japanese maples & fig
trees for sale Many
varieties and sizes
available 128 Geunn
Rd., Murray 270-2939966

JD 600 Hiboys $3,500.
JD 6000 Hicycles
$7,500.
Tobacco
sticks, .15 each Can
deli v er
(502)550-4080
27
Homes For Ssit
LIQUIDATION Sale
All 2006 Homes Mus
GO!
Unbelievable Deals,
Only 4 left. Save
Thousands!! Call now
731-584-9429.
***OWNER
Finance***
1 acre, 3BR 2BA,
$3,950 down. $495
month. 2220 Wrather
Road, Call Bonnie
Byerly Broker 270752-0729
1968 64X12, C/H/A,
propane tank, small
front deck. Pipes have
been moved inside.
Reinsulated, low utilities. Must be moved.
270-293-3616, 270293-6572,
270-767-2279.

DAN MILLER 435-4144, DARRELL BEANE 435-4420
TERRY D. PASCHALL 767-9223
BROKER & AUCTIONEER
Licensed & Bonded in KY & Tenn. #1281 Firm 2333
My Service Doesn t Cost. It Pays

Open House May 13th 4 p.m. to 6 p.m.
Real-Estate and Personal Property Auction
May 17th. 2008 • 10 a.m.
529 Charlie Miller Road • Alma. KY

1970 Mobile Home
apex. 12x60. 2 BR, 1
BA. Free, you haul.
Currently located near
Blood River area. 2070258
1983 Fairmont 14x70,
3-BR 1.5-8A, LR pull
out. Riviera Ct 51.
55,000-0B0
7530250. 703-5804.
1997 Horton Mobile
Home; 8006, 2 BR, 1
BA. Would consider
rent to own. Now sitting
in Marshall Co., but
could be moved. Call
(270)435-4307 after
6pm.

Real Estate Offered at 12 Noon,
2.Bedrwm, 2 Bath Home On 10 Acres z Central Heal anal An. Natural (ids. l'ity
Water. Metal Workshop With Extra Bays
*ma 159- down balance in 30 day, with deed Any home built prior to 1978 may
reptain lead based paint. Make your inspections prior to sale as a 10 day post
edspection waiver will bex purr of the purchase contract. Watch for next week's perLe
.
iaal property listing.
plyeetions: Front Murray take 641 North to Charlie Miller Road. Watch for
non

DAN MILLER AUCTIONEER AND ASSOCIATE 270-435-4144
DARRELL BEANE AUCTIONEER AND ASSOCIATE 270-435-4420
TERRY D PASCHALL BROKER AND AUCTIONEER 270-767-9223

1999 Sunshine 16x80,
3BR. 2-Bath, vinyl siding,
Northern
Insulated,
nice.
(270)489-2525
REPO 2005 Double
Wide 5 BR home on I
acre located in Pans,
TN. Call 731-584-9429
for more details
SPRING
SPECIAL.
a
new
Purchase
Clayton Home in the
month of April and
NO
PAYreceive
MENTS FOR FOUR
MONTHS!! Call for
detail at 731 -584-9429

Licensed & Bonded in KY & Tenn #1281 Firm 2333
My Service Dciesn t Cost It Pas

ABSOLUTE ESTATE AUCTION
Nice 2 BR trailer, no
pets 753-9866

REAL ESTATE & ANTIQUES
THE OPAL it HARMON DAVIS ESTATE
*• *•

*

•

Word In RIM

SATURDAY, MAY 10 -10:00AM

RESPONSIBLE long
term renters seek 2 BR
QUIET,
house
,* DIRECTIONS: Erma Benton. Take Hwy 641 North. Turn Left On Hwy 795 • CLEAN, PET FRIEND;(Scale Rd 1Beside The Pepsi Plant. Go Approximately 5 Mlles To Hwy. 762
LY, country or city, rea•
East, Turn Right And Proceed To Auction Site Signs Will Be Posted
• sonable rent (270)
•* ABSOLUTE REAL ESTATE: House And Land To Be Offered In 3 Tracts And
753-1495
• Combinations 4 07 Acres total Contact 270- 705-411511 For Viewing Or *
* More Info TERMS:
Down Payment Day Of Saie. BMance Due With * RESPONSIBLE long
*
Deed Within 30 Days, Possession At Closing. Taxes Pro-Rated NO
term renters seek 2 BR
•
•
BUYER'S PREMIUM This RPM Estate is Oftered In Contunction With
a house
QUIET,
*
•
Waldrop Realty, Ralph waid,op Broker PERSONAL PROPERTY; OutCLEAN, PET FRIENDstanding 40 Year Collection 100s 01 Quality Indwidual Items To Be Sold
• Including 50.Pcs SW Stoneware. 40•Pcs Brack Americana, 50• Pcs. * LY. country Or city, rea* sonable rent. (2701
*
Blue Willow, 7 Aladdin Lamps. 25* CIOCIRS Of All Kinds, Character
•
*
Watches. 12. Pocket Witches. Stoneware Rolling Pins & Washboard,
753-1495
* Shawnee Smiley Pig Pcs 25. Quilts & Tops. Railroad Items. Collectible *
e Linens. Vintage Toys Sterling & Gold Jewelry, CollectIbie Kitchen Items *
Of ALL Kinds. A Yard FUL L Of Prondlves B Farm Items Including Jugs,
Forney,
• Churns, Kettles, Polo, Tools, Presses. Grind Rock, Separator And Much *
• More, FURNITURE, Belly Bottom Kitchen Cabinet. Prim 6 Tin Pie Safe. *
1 Bedroom apartment
Drawer At Bottom, Glass Door Kitchen Safe. Painted Kitchen Cabinet.
* Nice VIctrola. 3(2alt Want'. Stands, 2 Oak Dressers. Oak Chest Of Drawers; * clean and nice, al
* appliances, including
e
Small Corner Cabinet 11940a1. 3 Trunks, Antique Dining Tables, Nice
Cherry 4 Piece Bedroom Suite (Full Bed), Jewelry Armoire. Cedar WardPets.
W/D.
No
* robe, Full Modern Oak Bed. Prini 1 Drawer Stand, Meta, & Wire Wash- * (270)436-2524 or 293• stand; Sofa & Loueseat, Modern 19604 China Cabinet, Cedar Chest. Din- * 6906.
mg Table & 6 Chairs, Child's Kitchen Cupboard& More' Tama, Cash Or
* Good Check Day Of Sale 6"... KY Sales Tax. NO BUYER'S PREMIUM' Con- * 1 or 2 BR apartments
*
CPS31003 & Rest/own Available See Website For Pictures & Details'
No pets? Please leave
message
270-7531970
Real Estate Sells At Noon- Auctiori Held Rain Or Shine!

139

7$2 (Sailer Creels Al._}.1Ieatea, liv4_101

:

AUSTIN AUCTION SERVICE

1 OR 2br apts. near
downtown
Murray
starting at $200/mo
753-4109

ST. RT. 97 MAYFIELD, KY
RALPH AUSTIN, AUCTIONEER -Lir.. P2471

1&2 BR apts, 1-year
lease 1BR $350.00.
28R $475.00. Call
Hamlet North Apts.
753-7559

270-705-4859
1NVVMJAUSTINAUCTIONSERVICE.COM:

Articles
For See
HD Televisions
Come by Olympic
Plaza to see our selection of HD televisions
Flat screen Plasma &
LCDs Rear Projection
also. LG. Toshiba,
Hitachi & Sony We
have a large selection
of entertainment centers & TV carts.
Beasley Antenna &
Satellite. 759-0901
SpaSpring
HOT
Sovemign Model II, 9
months old, with cover
and steps, water teatu(e. massage lets,
lights. seats 6, $5,500.
270-210-3237.

STAINLESS 4 burner
grill,
cherry
gas
armoire. $175 each
obo. after 5pm 7590997

Appliances

1

LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES
WARD-ELKINS

(270) 753-1713
Kona Furnishings

I

Can 759-4938
or 753-2350

Need furniture?
We sell new & used

WOOD dinning table w
6 chairs, china cabinet.
sectional couch, lazy
boy recliner. Must be
sold 293-6846.

MAIN ST.
FURNISHINGS
1407 Main

761-7653

1BR, low utilities, refernece
&
deposit
required, No pets
$300 month. 7533949.
2 BR, 2 BA, 2211
Bambi Ln No pets
Call 270-376-2746 or
270-841-5653.

605 I Soul)l 12th S:
Calloway Courtly
Pictorial & Farnily
ilistory Books tor
sale Great tor
Mother s Day gift

Murray Ledger & Times

2BR duplex, nice,
C/EI/A, appliances furnished. Various locations Coleman RE
753-9898
2E3R& 3BR apartments
available Great loca•
hon. 1 year lease. 1
month deposit, no
pets. 753-2905
3 BR, 2 BA all appliances. Available now
Move in free days
Coleman RE 7539898.

. STATEWIDE CLASSIFIEDS
MEDICAL
ANNOUNCEMENTS

1505 Diuguid Driiie • Murray, KY 42071

270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833 - Ext. 283
One and Two Bedreom Apartments
Central Heat and Air
Accepting Applications

Office Hours 8 a.m. - 12 p.m.
1 p.m. to 4 p.m.
Aperinants For Reit
3 & 4 RR townhouses
$630-900 per month
No
pets. Includes
washer/dryer.
oven/stove, dishwasher and refrigerator.
C/H/A. Utilities not
included. Meadowlark
Townhouses.
(270)348-0458
38.4BR. 2BA available
now,
appliances.
Coleman RE 753-9898
3 BR 1.5 BA duplex
C/H/A
appliances.
Coleman RE 753-9898
Apartment for rani.
$400 per month. No
pets. 270-227-3812.
Cornerstone
Realty & Rental
Rental Property &
Property Management
Services available
Call 761-7355
www.ionneelameeaky.com

EXCEPTIONALLY
nice, large 1 bedroom,
unfurnished ($345). All
appliances including
washer and dryer
Available 5/1/08. 7595885 or 293-7085
HAZEL Apartments
Now taking applications for 1 & 2br units.
Rent based on income
Mobility
impairment
accessible
Phone:
492-8721.
Mon
&
Thurs
10-12am. TOO No.
1-800-648-6056. Equal
Housing Opportunity.
NOW LEASING
1,2 & 3bedroom Apts.
We accept Section
8 vouchers.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
902 Northwood Or
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday
Phone 759-4984.
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TOO #1-800-648-6056
SMALL 1BR, nonsmoking apt upstairs,
water paid, available
now, no pets
$260/mo 753-5980
VERY clean 2 BR
upstairs duplex, smoke
free, no pets. 414 N
8th. $400. 489-2741.
Houses For Flint
3 BR, 2 BA with hard
wood floors, newly
remodeled 701 Broad
St No pets $500
monthly 270-293-4602
4 BR. 2 BA, brick,
newly
remodeled.
hardwood floors Close
to MSU. 1655 Ryan
Ave No pets $800
monthly. 270-293-4602
2
BEAUTIFUL
Bedroom,
washer,
dryer. central AC,
smoke and pet free,
wood and tile floors
603 Vine St. $595/mo
226-8006
FOR Sale or Lease
3BR 2 Bath lakefront
property with dock, 2
1/2 car garage. 270436-5258. 270-8737826
IN Puryear, TN. 1
Bedroom, lease +
deposit. 492-8526
Nice 3 BR, 2 BA house
for rent. $800/month
293-7545

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-76603

A dzes to
III your needs
Located bs
Froggy recite stollen
---e
MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has
units available 7532905 or 753-7536

KEY MINI
WAREHOUSES
1 850 St Rt. 1215
Murray. KY 42071
270-753-5562

•Absolutely no cost to
you!! All Brand New
power wheelchairs,
hospital beds and
scooters. Immediate
delivery. Cali Toll Free
1-888-998-4111 to
qualify

-DIVORCE without
Children $95
DIVORCE with Children
$95 With FREE name
change documents
twit° only( and marital
settlement agreement
Fast, easy and profesPET/PET SUPPLIES
sional Call 1-888-7890198
"HAPPY JACK(R)
'One order, One check. Sardex II, greaseless,
odorless way to treat
One smart move! Save
mange on dogs without
time and money by
steroids. At Southern
making one call to
States. www.happyplace a 25-word classitackinc.com
fied in 70 Kentucky
newspapers for only
$250. For more information, contact the
classified department of
this newspaper Of call
KPS 1-502-223-8821
BUILDINGS

REAL ESTATE
*PRIME HUNTING
GROUND Absolute
Auction May 10. 864
acres divided into 58
parcels. Located in
Grayson Co. Ky. near
Rough River Lake
State Park. Atlee
Embry Owner 270-7346053 Barr Realty 270756-2136 www barrrealtyauction.com

premium benefits Call
877-484-3061 or visit
us at WVAVoskleytransportcorn
*Drivers- Seeking
OWNER OPERATORS! Miles &
Mileage. Frequent
home time. Paid weekly & much more! Call
Karen today0 800333-8393 ext. 1121 or
visit YAW/.geminitrafficsales.corn
Guaranteed Weekly
Settlement Check. Join
Wil-Trans Lease
Operator program. Get
the benefits of being a
lease operator without
any of the Risk. 888229-8712. Must be 23.
.Knight TransportationIndianapolis. IN
Division- 4 mos 0TH
required. Knight is a
Debt Free company
offering you Financial
Stability & the Best
equipment on the road.
Daily pay. More home
time. Consistent miles.
Med/ Vision/ Dental/
401K. Call to get qualified today, 888-3464639. All roads lead to
home! Owner Ops:
800-437-5907.
envw.knighttrans.com

*BEAT PRICE
!NCREASE,Si Get quick
delivery! Great service
& selection on high
quality all steel buildings Sentinel Building
J&L RENTALS
Systems, 800-327-0790
TRAVEL
MINI-STORAGE
ad 26, wsvw.sentinel720 S.4TH ST.
buildings.com
•DESTIN, FORT WALCorm,of 121 5.5 laendiale.
TON BEACH, SOUTH
EQUIPMENT
10X10 $25 10xl5 $411
WALTON, PANAMA
FOR SALE
(270)436-2524
CITY & PORT ST JOE,
(270)293-6906
FLORIDA.
Best selec-Sawmills From Only
tion of beach cottages,
$2,990. Convert your
PREMIER
homes & condos. Onlogs to Valuable
.No Truck Driver
MINISTORAGE
line Reservations.
Lumber with your own
Experience Needed.
*Inside climate control
Norwood portable band vvww.SouthernResorts
Earn your CDL as you
storage
corn 800 737.2322
sawmill. Log skidders
drive. Company- paid
-Security alarmed
also available
driver training. Work for
*Safe & clean
TRUCK DRIVERS
www.nonvoodWil-Trans Trucking anti
'We sell boxes!
HELP WANTED
sawmills.corn/300N
be OTR in three
'We rent U-Hauls
Free
information:
1888-428-6374
weeks.
•Attn
Onvers:
HOME
7C3 9600
E100-578-1363 ex1:300Must be 23.
WEEKENDS! GET
N
PAID 40e PER MILE,
SPACE naves
*Quit long-haul, run
Tarp Pay & 6% Bonus!
HELP WANTED
regional and HAVE IT
Indoor Mani
CDL-A & 6 mo flatbed
ALL! $.45/mile. Home
*Climate CI
*Heating and Air
exp. req'd. W.V.T. 800weekly! Benefits!
.140 Leas*
Conditioning Service
246-6305 wwwwvtonStability for peace of
207 South 7th Sit Technician & Installers:
line corn
mind! HEARTLAND
KY Journeyman HVAC
702.-snroia.
EXPRESS 1-800-441sCLASS-A CDL DRIMechanic and CFC
4953 WWW heartlandexVERS LOCAL.
License required for
REGIONAL & 0Th Job press.com
service technician. KY
C.orameacat Prim. For Rent Journeyman HVAC
Openings in Louisville,
*TRUCK DRIVERS:
KY & Evansville, IN
Limited cut Mechanic
CDL training. Up to
502-452-1096(2YRS
for
installer.
required
$20,000 bonus.
1,600 sq ft office/ retai
RECENT EXP REQ)
Comprehensive benefit
Accelerate vour career
space
available
www.abdnvers.com
package including
as a soldier. Drive out
$650/mo. 293-2098.
health and life insur*Delta Career Academy terronsm by keeping
the Army National
OFFICE or retail space ance retirement plan.
Currently Enrolling
paid
vacations,
holiday,
Guard suppliers I available Prime localocal students for 16
sick
days.
30+
years
1300-GOtion. 753-2905. 293day Class-A COL traincompany. Please call
GUARD.comeruck
1480
ing. 5800-5850 avg.
859-236-8787 or 1-800Martine PAY- 60 SOCOnCI 'YOU'RE in CHARGE
SMALL office or store 464-8966
Approval 800-883without signing a CONfront at 500 Maple St
0171
TRACT! Choose from
Call Charlie McKinney 'Home-based Internet
business
Flexible
over 50 Truck Carriers.
753-8964
*Driver- $5K Sign-on
hours Earn $500Tuition Reimbusement
Bonus for experienced
$1000/ month PT,
SPACE available
available
with most carteams: Dry Van &
52,000-55.000 FT. Start Temp
University Square
ners.
In House
control. Solo
while keeping your cur,
CENTURY 21 Loretta
Underwriting &
lanes also available.
rent lob. FREE details.
Jobs Realtors
Financing with qualified
0/0s & COLA Grads
wawa K348 corn
counselors
270 753 1492
welcome. Call
voiewlatcdrcom 1-866Covenant (866)684*Wanted. Life Agents'
244-3644 Truck
Earn $500 a day- Great 2519. EOE.
America Training
Agent Benefits, com'Driver- CDL-A. The
missions paid daily, libGrass is Greener at
eral underwnting.
Yard Sale
PTL. Students with
DOG Obedience
Leads, leads, leads
CDL Welcome- excel436-2858
LIFE INSURANCE,
lent training Co. Drivers
5 PARTY
LICENSE REQUIRED
Eam up to 46eprn
MOUNTAIN Cur squir- Call 1-888-713-6020
GARAGAE SALE
0/Os Earn 1.21epm
rel dog pups. Parents
807
22yrs of age, 12mos
INSTRUCTIONAL
great hunters on site. 3
TANGLEWOOD
0TH No Forced
males, $275 3 females, 'Airline MechanicFRiDAY
Northeast! Co. Dnvers:
$325 270-210-8047
7:00-12:00
Rapid training for high
800-848-0405 0/0's:
Gas
or charcoal
paying aviation career
877-774-3533 www.pt1REGISTERED
smoker. Jon boat.
FAA predicts severe
111C.corn
new Troybuft
Miniature Schnauzers
shonage Financial aid
generator, oak
293-1482
•Dnvers. ACT NOW
if qualify. Job placeentertainment
Sign-On Bonus 35-42
ment assistance CALL
center, play pen.
corn Earn over $1000
Aviation Institute of
saddle. western
weekly Excellent beneMaintenance (888)349screen dO0f. MISC
fits
Need
COLA
and
3
items
5387
mos recent 0Th 800-Attend Cottage Online
HUGE
635-8669
Irony home 'Medical,
MOVING SALE
YARD SALE
*Drivers - Competitive
'Business, 'Paralegal.
522 S. 6th St.
300 CENTER ST.
Pay, Great Home Time
'Computers,'Cnminal
Murray
Van and Flatbed
HAZEL
Justice job placement
Saturday.,
Reefs Accepting
assistance Computer
FRI & SAT 7AM-7
Recent Grads 23 YO,
May 10th
available Financial Aid
Baby toys, Mattel
lyr OTR. COLA.
if qualified. Cali 8667am-7
toys car seats.
Smithway Motor
858-2121
Star wars
clothes, Barbie.(In
Xpress 888-619-7607
weneCenturaOnline.co
collection,
WWW STXC CO1T$
box), Rockwell
furniture, lots of
plates. glassware:
•Drivers- Great home
*Tan You Dig It?"
misc items, TV.
TV, PC games
time & pay! Company
Heavy Equipment
VCR, appliance3.
& morel
or lease purchase
School 3wk training
Health, vision & dental
program. Backhoes,
Direct deposit CDt. -A
bulldozers. trackhoes
MOVING SALE
and 3 mos experience
Local
lob
placement
YARD SALE
HWY 641 AT HWY
read 800-441-4271
asst Start digging dirt
302 Stallons Rd
ext KY-100
68 ACROSS FROM
now 866-362-649/
Aurora- Across
KING BROS.
from Aurora
*Get Crane Trained!
'Drivers- Immediate
GROCEREY BIG
ore stop
Crane' Heavy Equip
Hiring! Regional & 0Th
WHITE BUILDING
Training. National
Thurs. Fri & Sat
positions available
IN
Certification prep.
8-4
today! COLA with
DRAFFENVILLE
Placement assistance
tanker rag d Top pay &
Household
FRIDAY AND
Financial Assistance.
furniture,
Georgia School of
SATURDAY
microwave- KitchenConstruction.
8:00-12:00
some antiques.
vosiveHeavy5.corn Use
vendhing must go'
Clothes- plus size
Code "KYCNal- or call
1-866-712-7745

NEON BEACH
MINI•STORAOI
*All Size Units
Available
Now Have
Climate Control

753-3453

"Train in KENTUCKY
as an Operator on Skid
Steer. Backhoes,
Bulldozers and
Excavators at the
ONLY WIA Qualified
School in Kentucky!
Employment
Assistance. Financing
by Sallie Mae.
www.amhetcore 1 -866280-5836 American
Heavy Equipment
Training

4-PARTY
YARD SALE
4244 HWY 94W
Friday &
Saturday
7 to 4

MOVING SALE
94 EAST
PINK BUILDING
FRIDAY
AND
SATURDAY

Lots of women's

7:00-3:00

clothing, misc.
and baby boy

Clothes, toys,
kitchen items and

clothes

furniture
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Housing Art Notice
All real estate advertised herein
subied to the Federal Fair
Housing Act, which makes it
illegal to advertise any preference, lirmtation in dismount
tion based On (Ke, color, reli
gum, my, handicap familial
Ills tn national origin. or intention Iti maid. ant -doh caterers,. limitations or iiiscrimma,
State laws forbid disoirmation
in the sale, rental or advertising
of real estate based on factor, in
addition to those protected
under federal law
We will knowingly accept any
advertising for real estate which
is not In vrolahon of the law All
persons are hereby informed
that all dwellings advertised are
available on an equal opportunity basis
For further assistance with Fair
Housing Advertising require.
Inents, contact NAA Counsel
Rene P Milan,.(7031643-1000
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DNJ HANDYMAN
Call us for all your
repair needs
Specializing in decks
& painting

Home: 753-7549 Cell: 873-9388

293-5438

FREE
apau.

Lui
Olderiong
Mod stroll Windom Ti I'vn,n
"sap Metal Memos & tillers
I Los nr,it 1.n 11.itivric

Price reduced to $149,900!! Large farm with beau
[dui landscaping, new paint throughout, brand new
hardwood flooring, great new ippliances, metal
stables, 15 acres and a pond. Great place to have a
horse farm. Nice large front porch. The home has 3
bedrooms and 2.5 baths Check this one out tor
great country living'

460
I_
Homes For Saki

Murray Ledger 8,
Times
First Come
First Serve
Please
No Phone Calls

TWO bedroom 1 bath
each side, freshly
remodeled„ one side
has double carport.
Great location.
$141.900.00. Call for
further information.
753-2905 or 293-8595.
ATV's
2007 Yamaha 125 4
wheeler with extended
warranty. 492-6337 or
293-7796

REDUCED
3AC
SARATOGA FARMS
back right corner.
White fence in front
270-519-2290

GREAT cattle/horse
farm wIcreek bottom.
top quality land small
wooded area. Fenced
w/great pasture, year
around water, 50,000
bushel bin w/drying
Moor Abundant wildlife
w/excellent potential
for trophy buck. Great
building site. Blacktop
frontage approximately
5-miles east of Hazel,
KY. Additional acreage
available. $270.000
(318)773-8406
4611
8orres
Fc
7
1Sels
1637 Miller Stree
Murray. KY, Brick 3 OR.
2 1/2 BA, sunroorn.
detached
garage,
remodeled in 2002 lots
of storage space, wired
with CAT 5 wire for
high speed Internet
and networking connections, 2 blocks to
MSU campus
270559-4071.
3 BR, 1 BA house, 1
block from Murray
campus.
State
Recently remodeled.
1.400 sq fl. hardwood
- floors, double driveways.
$82,500
(5021387-6054
FOR Sale by owner. 3
BR. 1 BA. near park,
gas fire place, wood
floors, alarm, fenced
yard. 761-2827.
IN1N1I 1)1 I I
1)1 III 11 1 11 1'

„„ .,..,a ,s
r 0111
IS ...OIL
I I(
MURRAY real estate
,.licensing class Four
June
weekends,
(270)223-0789.
delcaseadams°yahoo
com
PRICED below
appraisal! New
3br/2ba home FSBO
76 Blissful View
Saratoga II $249,099
Call 1 949 689.5998
PROPERTY with 2
houses, fenced in yard.
one with central air.
Call 436-2659 or 2937182
REDUCED!
LAKE house, Three
bedroom 2 bath with
double garage, waterfront lot, with trees,
storage shed, floating
boat dock, concrete
ramp.
boat
Call
5248_500.00.
753-2905 or 293-8595.

JONES ROOFING CO.

General Contracting

3301 St Rt 1 21Pe
753-8087

QUALITY WORKMANSHIP
YOU CAN DEPEND ON!
15 Years Experience

CommercialI Residential
Remodeling, Additions,
Repairs, Concrete & Roofing

S'e- '

Office: 270-761-6790
Cell: 270-978-1007

Fro.
Estimates!\

& M lawn Servim
Mowing, Tr;nuning
and Mulch Hauling
Mitch Knight
270-227-0906
Jay Knight
270-293-0044

JOE'S JOBS

270-293-5824

LLC

(270)761-7355

Loading Dock of

Calhoon Construction, LLC

759-4418.227-9484

3 bedroom, 2 bath bnck, full basement. 2 car
attached garage, large deck. CHA, well. I acre
land, new carpet and paint. 641 North of
Murray on Charlie Miller Road. Great potential, needs some updates. Serious inquiries
only. 587,500.

2006 Kawaskt Ninja
2X-10. around 1,300
miles, excellent condition. Call 753-1499.
2000
Yamaha
Roadster 15kmi. Many
extras. Can be seen at
Coldwater BBO. 641N
767-0205.
Auto Parts

USED TIRES
1-1 15 16 inch
irtioq ii 0711
mounted

BootsI Rotors
1989
Crest,
25
Pontoon, 85
HP
Mercury
engine.
$4,000 obo. 759-4650.
87 Glastron 16' ski
boat, 88 HP Evinrude
with low hours, garage
kept, in excellent
shape, economical fun
270-210-4219

FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
Trimming, removal,
stump grinding, firewood. Insured. 4892839.

N1 \

1.6y-, I
all \ I

• weekly & special pickups
• locally ()%lled/OpCrated
759-1151 • 293-2783
293-2784
TROYER'S
Construction,
Pole
barns, shingles, metal
roofing. Daniel Troyer
(270)804-5884

-A. •Tear-Offs
• New Roots
• Repairs
• Workmenship
Guaranteed

Phase: 7534351
Cob 2934

AHART'S
15\ It)".
1 vN\ \ t VRI.

4 rt. "'ii

F red rick
Plumbing Inc.
'Emergency
Plumbing Service'
•R•peir •R•MOdel
•N•w construction
Mester Plurnb•r
LIC•n.•d & Insur•cl
(270)9711•111110

7.53-4344 • 22*-5644

GRAVEL & SAND
We sell & deliver red gravel, lg. &
sm, wash rock, did, sand.
Approx. 9 miles on 641 N. of Murray
to Charley Miller Rd., then take a
right on Hopkins Rd.

753-9899 or 293-5914
•Salos *flecks eine
•Plimehini •Fraiouirse
•Itialorwrm -Roma
reonerre iskuournaare
434-42.49

Gannon Car Detail
One stop. clean-up
shop. Wash, wax and
full detail. For appt. call
762-1036
11 \I

Thursday, May 11, 2008 • Mt

Hamilton(iranite
\IA11,14.-

BY OWNER

alCornerstone
Free
Pallets

Truckraining

WS*

CLASSIFIEDS

51:11 It III
I.\\\.\
ean-ups•Mo
• Spraying ()Mons &
Dandelions • timing
• Fertilizing
I (270)437-4407
mowing,
LAWN
mulching, landscaping, garden tilling.
293-5662

PLUMB & LEVEL
CONSTRUCTION
*Metal Roofs Guranteed
•Residental Home
Builders
•Flernodeling
*Flooring- Floor Joist
-Decks
*Vinyl Siding
At home improvements
We do d all'
Home 759-4704
Cell 978-2391
Licensed & insured

YEARRY'S
Tree
Service. Free este
mates. Phone 4362562, 227-0267
TRENCHING
731-782-3951
731-336-5288

THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable. The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities.

Free
puppies
to
responsible homes.
Will be small to medium sized dogs. Mixed
breed 270-382-2874.
Free to good home.
Black
mix
breed
female puppy Good
with small children.
753-5060.
The Place to
Start. .
Ledger & Times
12701753-191 h

LAM
LAWN SERVIr
Mowing, Mono tiring,
landscaping at
teal Vacuuming
Satisfaction guaranteed
753-1816 227.0611
YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE FOR
ONLY $75.00
A MONTH
CALL 753-1916
227-8575
Dirt Cheap Lawn Care
Free est. Mowing, gutter cleaning, bush trimming, and more.

Call 753-5606 Hill Electric]
Wks Vstikiss
1997 Jeep Wrangler, 6
cylinder/5
speed,
149,000 actual miles.
$6.000. 270-227-8731.
Can be seen at Auto
Zone.
490
Used r,ars

Since 1986
24 Noun mimics
Res., Com., & Ind.
Licensed & Insured
All jobs - big or small

75 -9562

Photo provided
DONATION MADE: Rick McGee of McGee Pest Control
recently made a donation to the Calloway County High School
Project Graduation Committee. He is pictured with CCHS seniors Robert Guthrie and Cassie Hendon, Project Graduation
is an all night party held the night of graduation for all graduating seniors. The goal of the project is to provide a safe, fun,
Photo provided
and substance-free event for the new graduates McGee Pest GIFT OF THE HEART: With the help of Amy McKinney, owner
Control is among many area organizations that are helping of Fnnge Benefits, Wendy Waltrip recently donated a foot of
make the event possible.
her hair to Locks of Love

THREE OAKS
LAWN &
LANDSCAPE
IS YEARS EXPERIENCE
FREE ESTIMATES
LICENSED & INSURED
2005 Buick Lacross, 4
12701436-2320
OR,
ice
blue.
-------40,130mi, all the good436-2867 Lamb's
ies,
extra
sharp.
Professional Tree
$10,900 obo. 270-210Service. Complete tree
4016
removal, gutter
BIRTHDAY
for
HAPPY
*04 Buick LaSabre, cleaning, hauling. etc
Friday. May 9. 2008:
excellent
condition Insured.
New beginnings and good news
$5,500
436-5141 A-AFFORD*95 Chrysler Concorde ABLE Hauling. Clean come from detaching, intellectu$2,300.
Out garages, gutters. alizing and remaining open. The
•93 Escort Wagon, junk & tree work.
more willing you are to identify
35-impg, 89,000 origiwith others, the better your year
Al
Joe's
Mower
repair
nal miles, $1,800
could be. Travel, education.
Tune-up
specials
Make an offer 978writing and tnaybe the law could
Free pick-up/delivery
5655
play significant roles this year.
in Murray 436-2867
You might see some change and
ALL Carpentry
Wes
Remodeling, additions, disruption on the home front. A
decks, home & mobile move or remodeling an old
For sale 1999 Astro
home repair, water & home could be possible. A parVan, service van bins
termite damage. tile & ent or family member could
and ladder rack Call
hardwood floors. 30 become extremely difficult as
293-8192
yrs exp. Larry Nimmo well. If you are single, you
753-2353 753-0353
might want to date but not forAPPLIANCE REPAIR
malize a tie until next year. With
2006 Chevy crew cab SERVICE IL PARTS so much change in your immedi4X4 Z•71 LT3, loaded. (270) 293-8726 OR ate life, a live-in commitment
sunroof, 73,xxx miles, 759-5534
could be hard. If you are
$19,900. 767-0028 or Chuck Van Buren
attached. talk about long-over293-1133.
due changes. CANCER enjoys
2005 Chevrolet pickIli( 111(11 1{1 HS, bouncing ideas off you.
up, 20,700 miles, red,
'
l ,IS 1112
like new, carport kept
The Stars Show the Kind of
752-0227 after 8:00pm
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic.
7597115411
3-Average: 2-So so,
99 Ford Ranger super753_1537
cab, 4 OR, 82K miles.
I -Difficult
loaded sharp. $6.800
obo. 978-1548
v.091‘1,1 ARIES(March 21-AprIl 19)
***** You certainly add
steam and fun to most situaNI I.,oho,
tions. You could also be unusual\i`s
MN
1
IR
ly assertive when dealing with a
20' Pontoon Boat
child
or loved one. A reversal
170-753-2279
$3,800 759-4687
could only be temporary. but not
Eagle
War
2002. 1648
BRANDON'S Outdoor
as short as you would like Use
with 18 HP Evinrude service
your imagination with a child.
with electric start
Mowing, yard cleanTonight You will need all the rest
$2,500. 226-1026.
up, shrubs, bush hogyou can get.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
26ft. Harris Mote boat ging, tilling, mulch,
grading.
*****
You see many other
$4,000.
115hp motor.
C-(270)978-0543
people differently than the major227-1560
after 6:00(270)436 ity do. Don't push a family mem20ft. Pontoon. 75HP 5277
ber or roommate, unless you
motor. 436-2463.
problem
want
a
bigger
NADEAU'S
comes forward
Understanding
Construction
1990 Bass Boat, 3 new
when talking with art expert
*Flooring *Decks
Interstate batteries,
Tonight: Adapt plans.
*Vinyl siding •All
12/24 Volt trolling
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
motor, on board battery
Home Improvements
***w* See what is going on
(270)976-2111
charger. 3 depth findclean
with a partner before you make a
Licensed/Insured
ers, extra
293-7397.
nadeariconstruction
net
decision. You could be making
$5.900.

Horoscope

FR ‘‘ Is

lacliellas Blear
mountains out of molehills.
Listen to feedback and be graceful about accepting criticism
Verbal sparring becomes more
likely. Tonight. Treat yourself
well.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
**** You might want to
rethink a decision. Consider
options that come forward when
investigating different ways of
handling a problem. Use care
with spending. Understand your
limits Tonight. Get into the
Friday-night celebrations
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
*** You suddenly decide
enough is enough and opt for a
different path. How you deal with
someone could change dramatically. Anger and frustration start
surfacing. Look for the most
appropriate way of dealing with
this issue Tonight Take some
downtime.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
*** Stop and check in with
yourself. What was OK previously might no longer be. Is it possible your focus on a loved one is
so great that you cannot see
clearly? Romance could be
active if you are single. Friends
might push hard. Tonight. In the
midst of gaining new insight
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
**** A friend might push you
hard Anger easily could be the
end result it you aren't careful.
Prioritize, and you will feel much
better. Learn to say no as well. A
must appearance demands your
attention Tonight: Pickup where
others let off.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
**** Someone might push
you beyond your limits. He or
she could be very sorry, but ultimately so might you. Detach as
soon as you feel uncomfortable
and gain deeper insight. Your
sense of humor will help.
Tonight. Follow the music
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21)
**** Work with someone
directly. Do necessary digging
Look for the story behind the

story You'll find answers quickly
and effectively Togetherness
emerges as the best way to deal
with a problem Tonight Dinner
with a favonte person
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
ou might want to
defer to others Some people
might be difficult to deal tvith,
especially one particular person
who might have a heavy inftu
once on you You might get a
second run at an offer that you
thought was impossible Tonight
Sort through your options.
AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
*** Someone comes in hard,
fast and possibly angry You
might wonder what you did to
deserve this attitude or behavior.
Lie back and do your thing.

knowing that you cannot control
someone else. Tonight Ott to the
gym or get some exercise
PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
**** Let your creativity speak.
arid you'll come up with many
ideas. Mobilize now to take
action. What others think might
not be that important. Review
facts. A friend might need some
space for now Tonight: As if
there is no tomorrow
BORN TODAY
Dramatist novelist (author of
"Peter Pan") James Matthew
Berne (1860), Spanish philosopher Jose Ortega y Gasset
(1883), abolitionist John Brown
(1800)
•••

I'JStr8 Backyard
The Ledger & Times specialty magazine,
published this summer, will include area news:
& feature stories, photos, useful facts,
and recreation information.
Read all about your friends and neighbors
in Calloway and surrounding counties as we
bring you the best and most interesting
stories from your own Backyard.

Backyard Pokes
1/8 Page Advertisement
1/4 Page Advertisement
1/2 Page Advertisement
Full Page Advertisement

$95
$175
$326
$625

I COLOR $75•PROCESS COLOR $125
Resent yew space be Mall 15th mod wave $25 an color!
RK

LEDGER&TIMES
Call Your Sales Repreeentative today at 270-753-19161

COMICS / FEATURES

6B • Thursday, May 8, 2008

ed a program at the Calloway
County Public Library.
Births reported include a boy
to Dr. and Mrs. Thomas Frederick Holcomb, April 27.
40 years ago
Published is a picture of
Robert Moyer. general manager of the Murray Division of
the Tappan Company, being presented the "Man of the Year"
plaque from H. Glenn Doran,
president of Murray Chamber
of Commerce, at the annual
banquet.
Calloway County Circuit
Court opened May 6 with Circuit Judge James M. Lassiter
presiding. The opening prayer
was by Rev. Tommy Jackson,
pastor of South Pleasant Grove
Methodist Church.
50 years ago
Elected as new officers of
the Murray High School Student Council for the 1958-59
school year were Jerry Rose,
president, Frank Rickman, vice
president, Mary Erwin, secretary, and Betty Hart, treasurer.
Recent births reported at
Murray Hospital include a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Joe Thomas
Dodd, a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
George Bohannon, a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Earl Futrell and a
boy Mr. and Mrs. Cornett Clark.
60 years ago
United State Senator Alben
W. Barkley has accepted an
invitation to deliver the commencement address at Murray
State College on May 31 at 8

DEAR ABM': I have been

reading your column most of
my adult life. but I don't ever
remember seeing any letters
from people who are just afraid
of life.
The world today is such a
scary place. I have a small
child who
will have to
grow up in
this world,
and somethe
times
thought terrifies me. I
hear about
school
Dear Abby shootings.
dangerous
gangs, reliBy Abigail
gious leadVan Buren
ers who are
sex offenders, and I recently
watched a report of six teenage
girls beating another and videotaping it to post online.
How can parents feel safe
raising our kids in a world
this crazy and scary'? I am
trying to look for the positive
in life, but, honestly, it gets
harder and harder. -- MISSING THE OLD DAYS IN ARIZONA CITY
DEAR MISSING THE
OLD DAYS: I agree, bad things
do sometimes happen to good
people. However, you can't live
your life as though the Hammer of Thor is about to strike
you down, and if you maintain your fearful attitude, you
could pass it along to your child.
While I can't guarantee that
nothing bad will ever happen
to you or anyone else, please
allow me to remind you that
the news media earn their
income from magnifying the
tragic, the scary and anything

p.m., according to Acting President M.O. Wrather. Approxi-

mately 125 candidates will
receive degrees.
Rebecca Roberts and Alice
Nanney have been named valedictorians and Willa Dean Short
as salutatorian of the 1948 graduating class of Almo High
School.
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that deviates from the norm - whether it be a murder, a
car wreck or a five-legged
COW.

The time has come for you
to turn off your television set.
tune out talk radio, and take
your child to a park, a playground, a zoo or any family
outing. Its a sure way to detox •
ify yourself from the negativity that has poisoned your outlook. Do it for two weeks,
and I can almost guarantee
you'll feel better than you do
today.
DEAR ABBY: My husband
and I eat at a self-serve restaurant several times a week. We
have gotten to know the owners, the employees and several other regulars we enjoy visiting with. We also enjoy having time alone to sit and chat
by ourselves.
A cousin of my husband's
has discovered that we frequent this restaurant every Saturday night. He shows up and
sits right down at our table,
even if we are with other people. We want to let him know
this can't continue, but we
don't want to be rude -- although
we feel he is being rude to
us. How can we put an end
to this? -- INVADED IN
GRAND RAPIDS
DEAR INVADED: I have
two suggestions. The first is
to summon the courage to tell
this cousin that you go to that
restaurant to relax, be alone
together, and sometimes visit
privately with people you have
met there -- and that his sitting down without being invited is making you uncomfortable.
The second is to choose
some other restaurants to visit
on alternate Saturday nights,
so you won't be sitting ducks
husband's
your
whenever
cousin is in the mood for company.
•••
DEAR ABBY: Two friends
of mine are being married. Their
wedding will be a potluck. I
have never heard of such a

In 1988, science-fiction author
Robert A. Heinlein died in Carmel,
Calif., at age 80
Ten years ago: Big Tobacco
settled with the state of Minnesota for $6.6 billion as the state's
lawsuit was about to go to a jury;
Minnesota became the fourth state
to settle with the tobacco indusand I'm wonderingjf
try over the eustsiof treatios smok* this means 1 sfilauldn't bnag a
ing-related illnesses.
•
gift.
Five years ago: The Senate
On top of bringing food, they
unanimously endorsed adding to
have also assigned people to
NATO seven former communist
various tasks, such as setting
nations: Bulgaria, Estonia, Latvia,
Lithuania, Romania. Slovakia and
up the hall, doing dishes, servSlovenia. A federal grand Jury
ing the cake and such. What
indicted Chinese-born California
does a wedding guest do in a
socialite Katrina Leung on charges
situation like this? -- NOT
that she'd illegally taken, copied
SURE IF I DO
and kept secret documents obtained
DEAR NOT SURE: It
from an FBI agent (A federal
appears this affair is one in
judge later dismissed the case
which an unusual amount of
against Leung, rebuking prosecueffort is expected of the
tors for misconduct.)

man, was born near Lamar. Mo.
By l'he Associated Press
In 1958, Vice President Richard
Today is Thursday. May 8, the
129th day of 2008. There are 237 Nixon was shoved, stoned, booed
and spat upon by anti-American
days left in the year.
protesters in Lima. Peru.
Today's Highlight in History:
In '1962, the musical comedy
On May 8, 1945, President
.truntran announced in a radio "A Funny Thing Happened on the
Way to the Forum" opened on
address that World War II had
Broadway.
ended in Europe.
..-, In 1970, antiwar protests ..took
On this date:
.hi .1541, Spanish explorer liej- . place across the United States and
nand() de Soto reached the Mis- around the world. in New York,
construction workeis broke up a
sissippi River.
In 1794, Antoine Lavoisier, the demonstration on Wall Street.
In 1973, militant American Indiwas
chemistry,
modern
father of
executed on the guillotine daring ans who'd held the South Dakota hamlet of Wounded Knee for
France's Reign of Terror.
10 weeks surrendered
In 1846, the first major battle
In 1978, David R. Berkowitz
of the Mexican-American War was
guilty in a Brooklyn courtpleaded
fought at Palo Alto, Texas; U.S.
forces led by General Zachary rcioni to murder, attempted murTaylor were able to beat back the der and assault in connection with
one of the "Son of Sam" shootnvading Mexican forces.
In 1884, the 33rd president of ings that had temlied New Yorkthe United States. Hairy S. Tru- er,,

i.suz#A461

"guests." Unless you are prepared to participate fully -and that includes giving them
a small wedding gift -- stay
home and watch a rerun of
"Father of the Bride."
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ContractBridge
South dealer.
North-South vulnerable.
.NORTH
•AQ852
V AK 7
•Q 6
*1 72
EAST
WEST
•6
•.1 1093
1PQ .1 6 5 2
V8 4
•310 5 4 2.
*K 8 3
4.10986
*4 3

soisru

Viro7g41
•A4 7

f

+A K Q 5
The bidding:
West
South
North East
Pass
3•
Pass
NT
Pass
4 NT
Rass
4•
6 NT
Pass
5
Opening lead - ten of clubs.
Here is a well-played hand. South
got to six mantrap, which required
no more than a 3-2 spade division to
assun: 12 tricks.
But when declarer won the club
lead with the queen and played the
king and a loss spade to the queen.
Fast slutwed out, discarding a heart.
At this point. South's prospects
looked very dim. Ile could establish
a spade trick by conceding a spade
alter cashing the ace, hut this would

merely produce trick I I and lease
himoncshonofhisgoal.
Declarer thought the matter over
carefully and finally came to the .
nyht conclusion. Ile realired there
was still a chance for the slam if West
had the king sit diamonds, and he
proceeded accordingly.
Ile cashed three more club tricks.
discarding a heart from dummy.
Then, tiller cashing the A-K sit
hearts, he played the ace and another
spade, discarding a heart ("rota his •
hand.
West had to win the spade with
the jack, and, with only three cards
left — the K-8-3 of diamonds -- •
returned a loss diamond. South
played the queen from dummy and,
when it held, cashed dummy 's fifth
spade and scored the last trick with
the ace or diamond, I ti', only loser
proved to be a spade.
The deal demonstrates a highly . .
imponant principle of declarer play.
South reached a point where his
cause seemed hopeless, but he then
improvised a line of play that gas e
him a chance if the opposing cards •
were dis ided favorably.
He needed a good deal of hick to
find West with both the king of dia- •
monds and no more than two hearts.
but It was typical of the kind or luck
that alien rewards those who retir,
to yield to misfortune

Tomorrow: Bidding qui/.

1 Guided
4 Hot — — oven
8 Blanc or Allen
1 1 Secondhand
13 Feng —
14 "Exodus' hero
15 Astronauts'
gear (hyph )
17 Inelegant
solution
19 Venice feature
21 Be mistaken
22 Hull part
24 Zippy's word
26 Winged Victory
29 Pyromaniac s
work
31 Kayaker s need
33 Copy a cassette
34 Egyptian sun

Answer to Previous Puzzle

0M00 IAUM OB00
00WW 000 QUM
MOM 00M 000M
@MOM OUM
MUM@ 000
MUGU DIUMOUBB
UWE OMM 0000
@MOM@ 00013
UMM UMW
uiir OMOOM
@MUM MOO UMUO
WOOM 0010 QOM
WPM 00111 WMMM

DOWN
Haul along
Double curve
Low cards
Mineral analysis
Library warning
6 Ruffin kin
7 Long river
8 European capital
1
2
3
4
5

35 Cparity
37 Diver s milieu
39 Suffice
40 Pale blond
42 Ms Dawber
44 Bill and coo

5-8 © 2008 United Feature Syndicate Inc
9
10
12
16
18
20

Unit of work
Be prone
Script lines
Nashville loc
Coffee brewer
London lay
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FICANUTS.OD
AND WHERE THE
PRINKING
FOUNTAIN IS,
AND NE PENCIL
514ARPENER .

whether there is any damage and,
it so, the seventy.
To give you related information. 1 ant sending you a copy
of my Health Report "Kidney Disorders...
DEAR DR. GOTT: I would
like to know about these "things"
that have started popping up all
over my body. They are small
and raised. They are very unattractive. and I would like to know
how to get nd of them. I've heard
that they may be called "tags."
DEAR READER: Because you
are unsure what the lesions are.
I urge you to be examined by'
your physician. He or she should
be able to diagnose you or may
choose to refer you to a dermatologist (skin specialist). It is
.
important to know what type of
lesions you have, since treatment •
varies based on cause. It is alstr.,
important to document any new
skin growths (or changes of any
current lesions in terms of size 7'
or color) to ensure they are not .'
harmful.
You most likely have skin tags,,-,
but I can't be certain without a
visual inspection. Skin tags are
common and harmless. They can'
be removed easily by a dermatologist or general surgeon; how-..,
ever, it can be costly and painful.
to remove them if you have several or particularly large tags.
There are some home remedies you can try. Tie dental floss,
or thread firmly around the base,'
of the tag. This cuts off the blood
supply, killing the tissue. The tag
should fall off in less than a ,
week. Another option is to apply
clear nail polish. Allow the polish to cover the tag for one day
and then peel it away. Continue:'
this until the entire tag is removed:..

IF.
7
•
IL 41 1 1

•••

14 BEEN 601N6 TO SCHOOL
ALL YEAR AND I JUST
FOUND OUT WHAT OUR
ROOM NUMBER IS..

Dr. Gott

46 Veneer wood
48 Holt or
Considine
50 Nosegay
51 Hair-styling goo
53 Miffed
55 Kept it all
58 Eucalyptus
diners
61 Hole puncher
62 Alaskan
seaport
64 Descartes or
Coty
65 Sheltered side
66 Rookie
socialites
67 Grabbed a char

ACROSS

E3L_

DEAR DR. GOTT: I believe
I have damaged my kidneys with
the excessive use of Excedrin over
the last 30 years. My blood urea
nitrogen level was flagged on say
blood test with a level of 21. I
Was diagnosed with Irritable Bowel
Syndrome
several years
ago, and 1 frequently have
to urinate. I
didn't realize
the use of
Excedrin was
so bad until
I
recently.
comhave
plete I y
stopped.using
it but now
By
Dr. Peter Gott wonder if the
is
damage
reversible. Is there anything I can
do to make my kidneys healthier?
DEAR READER: A normal
blood urea nitrogen (BUN) level
is between 8 and 20. Your level
of 21. while technically abnormal, is not abnormal enough to
be diagnostic of kidney damage.
This does not mean you do not
have some degree of damage.
Overuse of any medication can
lead to kidney damage because they
are all processed within the kidneys before being excreted in the
urine. That is why most physicians urge patients to use medication only if needed, especially
over-the-counter meds.
If you are still concerned. I
recommend you make an appointment to speak with your primarycare physician, who can explain
the results. He or she may choose
to order other tests, such as a
kidney ultrasound, to determine

Crosswords
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AND THAT THE
SCHOOL BUS 15
LOW

T14E SECRET OF LIFE
15 TO BE OBSERVANT

1 ill
46

22 K. to a jeweler
23 Delete a file
25 Did exist
27 Praise
28 Lustrous black

30 Snooze
32 Thing, in law
36 Greet furry
friends
38 Come into
View
41 Bargain
43 Earth orbiter
of yore
45 Heaps
47 Frat-party kale
49 Sound
equipment
52 Advance
54 — -cal
55 So-ti computer
56 Charge it
57 Forest graze,
59 Literary collec-
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Murray I.

Ease off the meds to
prevent kidney disease

Worrier can turn deaf ear
to barrage of bad news

LoolkIngBack
III years ago
Published IS a picture of
Kayla McNutt, I. daughter of
Heather and Mike McNutt of
Murray, on "Rusty," the
appaloosa pony that will be
given away by the Murray State
University Rodeo Booster Club
at the MSU Collegiate Rodeo
finals on May 10 at the West
Kentucky Exposition Center.
The Advanced Choir of Calloway County High School
received three silver ratings at
the Choral Festival held at
Chicago. III. Mark Dycus is
director of the choir.
Grace Parker and Elaine Darnell presented a lesson on
"Pasta" at a meeting of the
Wadesboro Homemakers Club at
Dutch Essenhaus.
20 years ago
Anisha Frizzell, senior at Calloway County High School, is
One of over 2,8(10 winners of
college sponsored merit scholarships by the National Merit
Scholarship Corporation.
Published is a picture of
Bethany Hall, chosen as 1988
Prom Queen of Murray High
School. Others in the court were
Ion Perrin, Kelly Massey,
Melissa Adams and C7ondace
Clark.
Births reported include a boy
to Deborah and Randy Hill,
May 5.
30 years ago
Published is a picture of
Murray Electric System Linemen Glyn Gordon and Mike Wilson working to repair major
damage to a series of switches in the Murray District Substation during a power outage
for 2 1/2 hours in the city
today. The photo was by Staff
Photographer Jennie B. Gordon.
The Murray Jazz Trio composed of Don Story, Marie Taylor and Chuck Simons, present-
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Club presents search team K-9 trauma kit

;e

Staff Report
The German Shepherd Dog Club of Western
Kentucky presented the 4 Rivers K9 Search.
Rescue and Recovery Team. Inc. a specialized rescue squad. a complete K-9 field trauma kit.
The club is involved in a number of activities to
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promote the outstanding sersatility ol the German
Shepherd dog. The German Shepherd Dog Club
of Western Kentucky also took the 4 Rivers K9
Search. Rescue and Recovery Team, Inc. as one 01
their community service projects for 2008.
For more information contact 436-2856.

GREG 1RAVIS/Ledger & Times
IF IT FITS, IT SHIPS: Vincent Birk, left, who has been named postmaster at the Murray Post
Office, shows a new Priority Regular Flat Box to Sally Carlisle, a customer at the facility. Birk
said the post office was promoting the new flat rate boxes Tuesday and giving away a "Curious
George" doll. He said the theme of the promotion, "If It Fits, It Ships" refers to paying one upfront price for the mailing. Birk said his effective date is set for May 10 and an installation date
is pending.

MSU's Class of 1958 welcomed back
Several members of the
Harold and Jody Sweeney Campus Sing.
Sigma Sigma Sigma sister
Murray State University class of Gibson of Cincinnati are both
1958 will return to MSU for retired teachers and members of and 1958 graduate Lydia Hall
Alumni Reunion Weekend for the 1958 class. While at Murray Drutz of Chapel Hill, N.C.
Photo provided
an assortment of activities hon- State, Harold was elected vice remembers hanging out at The
oring their 50-year reunion.
president of the student council. Hut, wearing jeans for the first Left to right (back row): Bonnie Jean Baker, secretary of Search and Rescue; Gerald Roach,
swimming
in
going
and
The golden anniversary a member of Tau Sigma Tau and time
Shepherd Dog Club of Western Kentucky; Stephany Hagen, vet tech on
group will kick off the weekend was twice voted "Man On Kentucky Lake. Drutz is a for- president of German
at The Big Apple Cafe tonight Campus.- Jody was a music mer an teacher and has lived in the team; Dr. Mary Belle Adelman, K9 and scent specialist, obedience instructor and treasur(Thursday) for a get together teacher and choir director for 20 Taiwan, Philadelphia, Houston er for the German Shepherd Dog Club of Western Kentucky, and Erika Tracy, assistant trainfrom 5 to 6:30 p.m. Classmates years. At Murray State she was a and Research Triangle Park, ing officer. Front row. Alexa Roach, junior member of the German Shepherd Dog Club of
Don Sparks and Marilyn Mahan member of Sigma Sigma Sigma N.C. At Murray State she was
Western Kentucky; Sandra Green, chief and K9 handler; Morgan Struble, member of the
Blum will speak at the Emeritus and Sigma Alpha Iota when they named a Campus Favorite.
German Shepherd Dog Club of Western Kentucky and Search and Rescue K9-11 Sunny.
Club Luncheon on Friday at organized the inaugural All
noon in the Murray Room of the
Regional Special Events Center.
Jim Carter, MSU vice president
of institutional advancement and
executive director of the Alumni
present
will
Association,
Emeritus Club certificates.
Don and Carolyn Lowe
Sparks of Mayfield met as students at Murray State. Retired
superintendent of Mayfield City
Schools, Don was a member of
the MSU board of regents from
2000-06. serving one year as
chairman. As a student at
Murray State he was a member
of the football team. Carolyn
taught elementary school for 30
years.
Blum is traveling from
LaQuinta. Calif., to join her '58
classmates. Her career spanned
45 years teaching business edu:
cation and English. Selected as a
Campus Favorite, she was senior class secretary and a member
of the Panhellenic Council and
Alpha Sigma Alpha. "We were
one big happy family,- says
Blum. Her favorite Murray State
traditions include dancing at The
Hut and Campus Lights.
A Commencement Reception
hosted by the MSU Alumni
Association will be held for the
classes of 1958 and 2008 at
Pogue Library on Friday
evening from 4 to 5:30 p.m. All
1958 and 2008 class members
and friends of the university are
invited to attend.
A Mornin. Minglin' breakfast
will be held at 8 a.m. Saturday at
is Oil 111dt.(1. I it int; Rooms, Dining Rooms. N. Bedrooms ht .‘shIct, lirot
I cut tairtoli
the Easley Alumni Center for the
'58 class members. Following
Rottc. I a / Bo\ Maussiter, Tempur Vedic, Seria. Rit('rside and more.
Lane. I.liomast
breakfast, the group will be rec2008
ognized during the Spnng
Ceremony,
Commencement
beginning at 10 a.rn at the
RSEC.
Other '58 graduates attending
include Tau Sigma Tau (Pt
Kappa Alpha) alumnus Jack
Grisham of Mango. Fla., who
has enjoyed a successful career
in agnculture. For 43 years he
worked in education as a teacher
and school principal and also
worked for the U.S. Department
of Health and the U.S. Office of
Education. Gnsham gives credit
to Murray State and his former
professor A. Carmen for guidance and direction in his career.
A favorite Murray State memory
for him is "borrowing- an OVC
banner after a basketball game
Kentucky
with
Western
ee e
V
University
Stow
1958 class treasurer Harriett
Anne Smith Reed of New
Salisbury, Ind enjoyed the tradiOn Demos/ or Channel 191
tor
tion of "dressing up
9:00 - tille P.M. Daily
Homecoming and formals. A
- WOO A.M. S
On WPSD 1
welcome to be01"
member of Alpha Sigma Alpha,
Reed retired from teaching after
34 years.
Retired geophysicist William
Sullivan of Lakeland, Tenn is
also attending the reunion. He
worked 28 years with Shell Oil
and Shell Offshore Inc., exploring and drilling at different sites
including onshore Texas, offl
^
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shore of the Gulf Coast states
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retired teacher, she also worked
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as a school guidance counselor
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and with mentally challenged
451 Soot.. 169. flf.444 Paducah, KY
adults. As a student at Murray
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State she and her husband Nick
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Tier favorite Murray State traditions include the choir singing at
Supercenter & Murray Open Sunday -5
Homecoming and sorority
brunches.
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Jazz concert moving
to Murray Middle

Pholo
YOUNG ARTISTS: North Calloway Elementary School art teacher Sandy Sasso looks on as
Scott Ruttman shares the details of creating his painting "Still Life" with fellow students Brian
Wilhelm, left, and Adam Castro, far right. These three students were chosen to be a part of
VSA arts of Kentucky's traveling exhibition "A Matter of Perspective". This annual juned exhibition includes work of K-12 students from across the state. The exhibition, which travels
throughout the commonwealth shown in schools, galleries and libraries, was exhibited at the
Murray Art Guild.

Special to the Ledger
Music lovers with an ear
for jazz are in for a real treat
with a reincarnation of the annual Jazz in the Park this Saturday.
Originally planned to occur
Pt the Central Park Amphitheatre with a street fair and many
other activities, the event was
set to go. BU' just days before
school ensembles began cancelling due to a number of
factors.
Rather than completely cancel the event. Beth Stribling,
MMS band director declared,
"The show must go on. but
only with a few changes."
So organizers began scrambling to ensure the community didn't miss the opportunity

to enjoy free jazz.
New plans are for the concert to be held at Murray Middle School's Auditonum starting at 6 p.m. The Murray
Middle School Jazz Band will
take the stage perform a variety of crowd favontes. A variety of concessions will be available including a Jazz in the
Park favorite, fried mac 'n
cheese.
At 7 p.m., The Todd Hill
Orchestra will take the stage
as the festival's headlining act.
The orchestra has been entertaining audiences throughout the
south for 24 years. They feature high-energy performances
of the absolute best music of
the swing era with original
arrangements of the great bands

such as Glenn Miller, Duke
Ellington, Count Baste and
Benny Goodman. They also
offer more modem interpretations of standards from the
great American "songbook" and
and
swinging
contrasting
romantic vocals by the leader.
Jazz in the Park is financially supported by the Murray Band Boosters and many
local corporate sponsors.
"We are incredibly blessed
to have financial support from
sponsors.
corporate
our
Because they have been so
generous, we can to continue
the tradition of not having to
charge admission," said Stribling.

VSA arts Side by Side exhibit to
be displayed at Cums Gallery
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. — "Side By Side" is a statewide
program of VSA arts of Kentucky providing opportunities for
children with disabilities to work with professional artists to
create artwork to be displayed in a public exhibition.
Three works are exhibited from each partnership; the student, the collaboration and the artists work. The groupings
make for an interesting vision of how two artists, young and
old, come together in one expression.
An opening reception Sunday, June 8. at 2 p.m. to honor
the artists at the Curtis Center Gallery. The exhibition will
run through June 29 at the Curris Center Gallery at Murray
State University. Regular exhibition hours are Monday - FriSunday 1-4 p.m.
day, 8 a.m.-5 p.m. Saturday
For more information regarding this location call 753-4059.
The Side by Side program provides an inclusive opportunity to enlarge the scope of the arts within local communities
across the state. It enables student artists to explore the creative process in a group setting in addition to receiving individual art instruction while working with a local professional
artist and highlights the importance of the role of local artists
within the community.
For more information, contact VSA arts of Kentucky in
Bowling Green at (270) 781-0872. toll free at 877-417-9597
or on the web at www.vsartsky.org.

Photo provided
THE CAST OF 'ANNIE': Theasst from the Playhouse in The Park's current production of "Annie". This beloved musical, whIall
tells the story of a little orphan girl who never gives up hope, is entering its final weekend of performances. It will play tonight
(Thursday) at 7, on Frlday and Saturday evenings at 7:30, and conclude with a Sunday matinee at 2:30. Tickets are $10 for
adults, $7 for children, and can be purchased at wvvw.playhouseinthepark.netfindex.htm, by calling 759-2199, or at the door.

The Murray Band Boosters, Inc. and WKMS-FM
Proudly Present
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Be amazed when the Middle School Jazz Band hits the stage and
performs crowd favorites. Already seasoned musicians, these kids
can rock!
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Enjoy the highlyacclaimed; big band
sounds of the Todd Hill
Orchestra as they perform the absolute best
music of the Swing Era.

The Todd Hill Orchestra
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